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ABSTRACT

A paradigm shift from mass marketing to the concentrated focus on one-to-one
marketing has led to a barrage of tactical strategies to instill long-tenn coasumer loyalty
among organisations' most valued customers. At the forefront of these strategies are
customer loyalty programs. Since the inception of the first loyalty prot,'11!m, Mdvantage
in 1981, the marketplace has seen a proliferation of these programs across a widening
range of industries. Not surprisingly, this has led to significant interest in customer
loyalty programs among academics and practitioners.

Despite the skepticism of academics relating to the effects of loyalty programs,
many organisations have allocated a large amount of the or marketing budgets to
developing, implementing and maintaining customer loyalty programs in the hope of
generating long-term loyalty in customers. To date, current evaluations of customer
loyalty programs have assessed the effects of these programs by focussing on behavioural
measures (such as repeal purchases) and on economic outcomes (such as market share,
penetration and share of wallet.) While these traditional measures have contributed to the
understanding of consumer loyalty and evaluations of a program's success, it has been
recognised by researchers .hat the measures are inadequate to detennine and explain the
loyalty-building attributes of loyalty programs. Moreover, studies from the viewpoint of
consumers remain lacking.

In an attempt to bridge the gap, this qualitative study explores the attributes of
customer loyalty programs that result in consumer loyalty to brands from the perspective

of the consumer. The fundamental significance of this study is the integration of the
behavioural and the attitudinal theoretical approaches used to investigate these attributes.
In addition to this integrative approach, the study incorporates theories from relationship
marketing. The components of loyalty and attributes of loyalty programs that were
investigated were drawn from an extensive review of the brand loyalty, relationship
marketing and customer loyalty program literatures. These components and attributes
were deemed to be the most significant in establishing Jong-term consumer loyalty. The
data for this qualitative study were derived from twenty-four semi-structured focused
interviews with consumers who qualified as members of customer loyalty programs.

The tentative conclusions drawn from this research are that from consume(s points
of view: (i) the act ofloyalty is exhibited by the continual repeat purchase of the same
product from the same store, (ii) the key to a successful customer loyalty program is the
implementation of a program that is flexible to its members, ( iii) the key to a defensive
orientated loyalty program is a good incentive structure and an effective communication
program, and (iv) the development and sustenance of a relationship between a consumer
and an organisation is vital to the brand loyalty process.

The results of this exploratory study provide a deeper understanding of the
customer loyalty program phenomenon and the identification of program attributes that
result in long-term consumer loyalty from the perspective of consumers. This research
highlights that further investigation is required into the loyalty-building attributes of
customer loyalty programs, and this will be central to the development ofloyalty
programs that satisfy consumers and effectively establish long-term loyalty to brands.
II
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CHAPTER l
INTRODUCTION

Background to the Study

The traditional 80/20 rule, where 80% of business comes from 20% of existing
customers, has in recent years attracted increased attention from marketers and
managers (Erickson, 1991; Mitchell, 1994). It is the combination of this conventional
rule and a paradigm shift from mass marketing to a concentrated focus on one-to-one
marketing that has been said to have resulted in a proliferation of customer loyalty
programs (Mitchell, 1994; Sheth & Parvatiyar, 1995). Customer loyalty programs are
defensive marketing tools designed to alter the behavioural patterns of consumers in
the long-tenn by the provision of incentives to customers to remain with a particular
brand or company (Croft, 1995; Sharp & Sharp, 1997; Dowling & Uncles, 1997).

Changes in the consumer environment (Sharp & Sharp, 1997), and a
recognition of the insufficient attention paid to customer retention (Kotler, 1992), have
made the task of handling loyalty • fundamental managerial challenge ( Dick & Basu,

1994). The decision to launch customer loyalty programs has been influenced by the
perceived relationship between loyalty and the bottom line (Reichhold & Teal, 1996),
as well as the need for competitive parity (Dowling & Uncles, 1997). Not
surprisingly, brand loyalty has become a central topic of discussion among marketing
academics in recent years (Bhattacharya, 1997; Dick & Basu, 1994; Dowling &

Uncles, 1997; Fader & Schmittlein, 1993; Fournier & Yao, 1997; Sharp & Sharp,
1997; Uncles & Laurent, 1997). Despite the economic advantages (e.g., profitability
and competitive parity) that loyalty programs may offer, perhaps the best explanation
for the rise in popularity of these programs is the underlying belief that consumers
seek to reduce market choices by involving themselves in long-term loyalty
relationships with products (Sheth & Parvatiyar, 1995, Palmer & Bejou, 1994 ). What
is most important to note is that customer loyalty programs offer the potential to alter
both the patterns of a consumer's repeat purchase behaviour (Croft, 1995; Dowling &
Uncles, 1997; Gilbert, 1996; Sharp & Sharp, 1997) and the normal market patterns of
a product (Dowling & Uncles, 1997; Bhattacharya, 1997; Sharp & Sharp, 1997).
Moreover, with the wealth of consumer information that loyalty programs can capture,
they offer marketers the ability to not only identify and segment their most loyal
customers in order to implement strategies to which they best respond, but also to
provide information that is tailored to their wants and needs (Mitchell, 1994 ).

Since the advent of the first customer loyalty program, AAdvantage
implemented by American Airlines in 1981, these programs have grown exponentially
in number and in size, and are now an established part of the marketing world (Uncles,
1997). Current research attempting to measure their effectiveness and success in
gaining conswner loyalty has also been increasing. Despite the increase in research,

few researchers have clearly identified the attributes of customer loyalty programs that
may contribute to consumer loyalty, nor have they explored consumers' attitudes
towards the implementation of customer loyalty programs (Rundle-Thiele, Dawes, &
Sharp, 1998).
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There are four reasons why current measures of the success of loyalty
programs may be seen to be inadequate.
•

Firstly, the development of loyalty programs is considered to be a relatively
new concept (Uncles, 1997). As a result, academic research in this area is
scarce and what little exists primarily employs quantitative methods (e.g.,
Sharp & Sharp, 1997; Dowling & Uncles, 1997). The major limitation of
these studies is that they fail to identify whether a link exists between the
attributes ofloyalty programs and the consumer-brand relationship
(Fournier & Yao, 1997). This is because previous research has not
investigated the loyalty-building attributes of customer loyalty programs
and established how these attributes may help initiate and develop buyerseller relationships. However, whilst academic material has only recently
increased in volume, anecdotal material is already abundant (e.g., Chevan,
1992; Croft, 1995; Mitchell, 1994; Schmid, 1997).

•

Secondly, while literature and research pertaining to the identification of
the components of consumer loyalty are plentiful, literature that links these
components to the use of customer loyalty programs to develop consumer

loyalty is rare. In other words, literature in this area has neglected to
demonstrate how the components of loyalty programs may assist in
developing long-term loyalty.
•

Thirdly, a lack of research into consumer attitudes towards the
development and concept ofloyalty programs has also contributed to the
problem relating to current measures, despite the fact that the central aim of
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these programs is purportedly to make the consumer the focus of marketing

activities.
•

The final factor affecting research is that most of these measures have thus
far been directed towards one end of the consumer/organisation continuum,
the organisation (Sharp & Sharp, 1997; Dowling & Uncles, 1997). Studies
that have concentrated on the effectiveness of customer loyalty programs
have primarily focused on whether these programs have met the
organisation's objectives based on economic outcomes {see Sharp & Sharp.
1997; Dowling & Uncles, 1997). This study proposes that the emphasis on
such economic measwes (such as market share gain, penetration arid
overall sales revenue) is attributable to the primary misconception of
companies that the effectiveness of these programs is based on profitability.
However, according to Fournier and Yao ( 1997), to neglect the consumer's
perspective is to misunderstand the ··oderlying concept of customer loyalty
programs. The fundamental objective of loyalty programs is to establish
Pnd maintain a relationship with an organisation's most valuable customers,
therefore accordiong to Fournier and Yao at least, the success of these
programs should be measured by less tangible outcomes.

Attitudinal Versus Behavioural Approach to Consumer Loyalty

A review of the brand loyalty literature indicates that while there is an
abundance of research on brand loyalty (Dick & Basu, 1994; Jacoby & Chestnut,
1978), these theories and investigations are drawn from either a behavioural
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theoretical approach or from an attitudinal approach. A brief overview of these
theories is presented below.
Beh,,.,iouro/ Theories

Bhattar.harya (1997), using quantitative methods and L~e Dirichlet Model (a
model that is used as a benchmark for assessing isolated deviations in repeat purchase
behaviour), investigated several elements of the marketing mix and their effects on
loyalty levels on packaged goods that result in excess consumer loyalty by the
consumer. Sharp and Sharp ( 1997) also used the Dirichlet model to examine a popular
Australian customer loyalty program (Fly Buys) to determine whether the program can
bring about excess loyalty to products affiliated with the program based on repeal·

purchases. They hypothesised thal loyalty programs should bring about a positive
effect on the average repeal purchases ofa producL That is, an increase in the quantity
of purchases made of the same product moreso than in a product's penetration level.
While results confirmed that loyalty programs do have a positive effect on altering lhe
repeat purchase patterns of a product, they do so to a minute degree. Dowling and
Uncles ( 1997) discuss the overall effectiveness of loyalty programs and offer a
guideline for designing an effective loyalty program. Other anecdotal literature
dealing with customer loyalty programs has also attempted lo provide explanations for
the increasing popularity of these loyalty programs (Chevan, 1992; Croft, 1995;
Schmid, 1997; Mitchell, 1994). The majority of the studies discussed above suggest
that because the objective of these programs is to alter the purchase patterns of
consumers, measurement of the effects of these programs should be taken from a
behavioural approach.

s
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Attitudinal Theories

Dick and Basu ( 1994) realise that concepts other than behavioural measures
(for example cognitive, affective and conative antecedents) need to be examined.
Their paper offers a new and different approach by examining factors that lead to
attitude formation and its consequences. Gordon ( 1994) investigated the relationship
between branded and own-label goods and proposes a model using 'Needs States' as
the basis for understanding the needs, motivations and attitudes of consumers.
Richards (1998) postulates that, in order to establish and sustain loyalty, commitment
will first have to be developed. His research investigates brand commitment by using
a conversion model to establish the factors that build commitment to brands. Fournier
and Yao (1997) assessed eight individuals who were predetermined as brand loyal.
Their study focuses on interpersonal relationships in order to provide a richer
understanding of consumer-brand bonds.

While there is a considerate amount of literature that relates brand loyalty to
customer loyalty programs from a behavioural perspective, and also a reasonable
amount of attitudinal literature that relates to consumer loyalty, literature that
combines these two approaches has not been found within the public domain. Further,
it is important to note that most of these previous studies employed quantitative
methods. From a review of literature, it would appear that Farr and Hollis (1997) and
Baldinger and Rubinson ( 1996, 1997) are among the few academics who have
attempted to provide an insight into brand loyalty using both approaches. Their
findings suggests that while behavioural measures are important in understanding
potential long-term loyalty to brands, they fail to identify the underlying factors that
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stimulate such behaviours. They state that understanding conswners' attitudes toward
brands play a vital role in detennining a product's success. They propose that
attitudinal measures provide a useful method to explain how and why brand loyalty is
established. In addition, they say, such a method is useful in helping predict purchase
intention behaviour. However, while Baldinger and Rubinson and farr and Hollis
provide material that incorporates both attitudinal and behavioural approaches, their
studies only extend to the concept of brand loyalty in general. These studies do not
relate specifically to the use or evaluation of customer loyalty programs. Literature
that incorporates both approaches lo explain and assess brand loyalty while also
relating to customer loyalty programs has thus far not been reported within the public
domain. This thesis is one of the few studies that adopls a qualitative approach to
obtain a deeper understanding of the brand loyalty concept from both a attitudinal and
behavioural approach.

From the preceding discussion, it is apparent that a greater understanding of the
operation and effects of customer loyalty programs is needed. In panicular, insight
into conswners' perspectives is ner.essa,y to further understand conswner-brand
relationships. Furthermore, the way in which conswners' attitudes towards loyalty
programs affect their behaviour that may lead to establishing long-tenn product loyalty
is also important

7

Sigaificance of the Study

Cum:ntly, both academia and the marketplace have taken grea! interest in the
increasing popularity of customer loyalty programs. On the one hand, organisations
have invested much of their marketing budget in developing. implementing and
maintaining these programs with the hope of keeping their most profitable customers
(Gilbert. 1996). However, many organisations have failed to recognise the full
potential of these programs (Mitchell, 1994). While management typically

understands that the objective of loyalty programs is to sustain the long-term loyalty of
consumers. they have failed to clearly identify the attributes of these programs that
motivate consumers to alter their purchasing behaviour (Mitchell, 1994). Thus, one of
the significant aspects of this study is its aim to provide information about what
consumers believe are the main attributes of customer loyalty programs that influence
their loyalty behaviour.

While there is extensive literature that contributes significantly to the brand
loyalty concept, many of these studies have concentrated on the behavioural aspect of
consumer loyalty (e.g., Shal]l & Shal]l, 19'17). According to Dick and Basu ( 1994 ),
these studies are inadequate in understanding the underlying factors that stimulate
loyalty behaviour. Farr and Hollis (1997) propose that an incomplete understanding of
loyalty behaviour and a product's success can be attributed to the inadequate literature
relating to the integration of attitudinal and behavioural measures. Furthermore, the
associations between buyer-seller relationships and their role in the development of
loyalty have also been argued to contribute to the lack of understanding of the brand
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loyalty c:cncepl (Fournier & Yao, 1997). While the marketplace has seen a widespread
application of customer loyalty programs, resean:hcr.i have lhus far examined and
discussed their effects solely from a behavioural approach (e.g., Sharp & Sharp, 1997;
Dowling & Uncles, 1997). The imponance of the underlying factors that initially
triggcn,d such a behavioural response has not received resean:h anention.

Based on the prea:ding information, it is apparent that a conv;:rgcnce between
anitudinal and behavioural measures is needed to determine bolh the loyalty
components that lead to long-term consumer loyalty to products, and to predict a
consumer's pwchase motivations. The original contribution of Ibis thesis is 10 offer,
liorn a consumer's viewpoint. the attn'butcs of customer loyalty programs that drive
loyalty behaviour. It does so lhrough the integration ofbolh allitudinal and beha,1oral
measures using a qualitative approach.

Purpooe of the Study

The pwpose of this thesis is to provide a richer and deeper understanding of

the customer loyalty program phenomenon. Results that emerge from this exploratory
study provide a foundation for subsequent resean:h when: findings can be funher

refined and investigated.
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The sp:cilic rcsean:h question for lhis lhcsis is:

What an: the components of Ausualian CUSIOmer Loyalty Programs, if

any, that n:sult in consumer loyalty 10 a product as experienced by members of
these programs?

Customer wyalry programs:
Customer loyalty pmgrams an: marketing activities whose objccti,'C is to
iDCRasC rq,cat purchases in the long-temt, beyond "nat ,.,iuld be expected for a
satisfied CUSIOIIICf (Rossiter and Percy, 1997).

Brands:

Due to the diversity of customer loyalty programs. the term ·brand' ,.;n be
used as a generic term that encapsulates goods and services.

Brand loyc/lJ•:
There an: many definitions of brand loyalty that ha,'C been cited in the loyalty

lilcllllun:. The definition that lhis thesis adopcs dc:ri\'CS from Jac,,by and Chestnut
(1978) when: they define brand loyalty as a continual beha,ioral l"5))0!ISC to one or
more brands \vithin the same product categOry.

IO
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Consumer l.oyalty:

Consumer loyally, according lo Uncles ( 1997), is the continual purchase of a
preferential brand despite the availabilily of an altcmalivc bmid.

&havioural l.oyalty:

Behnioural loyally rcfe,s 10 the extent lo which an individual purchases the
same brand from a product category over a period of time (Farr and Hollis, 1997;
Rundle-Thiele, Cl al., 1999).

Attil&Jinal l.o}ulty:

AnilUdinal loyally focuses on an individual's pen:cplion of a bmid and is
concemcd with the words and feelings of consume,s rather than -..ilh their behaviours
(Rundle-Thiele, Cl al., 1997; Farr and Hollis, 1997).

In summary, this inlrodUClory chapter provided an overview of the customer

loyalty program phenomenon and highlighted the objective and significance of this
study. Specifically, ii was explained why the matketplace has seen a proliferation of

customer loyally programs and the benefits that such programs are thought 10 offer 10
organiwions. While this chapter rcHects the abundance of literature into the brand
loyally concept. ii also highlights the lack of rcsean:h on customer loyalty programs

and brand loyalty, offering several explanations for the inadequacy of current attempts
lo measure these programs' success.

In addition, this chapter identified the gap that

exists belwecn ~niludinal and behavioural theories relating to the loyalty concept as

applied lo CUSIOlller loyally programs. The significance and pwpose of this study is

II

also outlined and live definitions an: provided 10 facililalc a clear underslanding of
tenns used within this thesis.

The following chapter attempts lo provide a more comprehensive explanation

of the development aod popularity of customer loyalty programs. II seeks to provide a
foimdalion on which to build this study and provides a more in-depth discussion of the
gap between attitudinal aod behavioural theories while also attempting to incorporate
theories from relationship marketing.
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CHAPTER2
LITERATURE REVIEW

Introduction

The purpose of this chapter is to provide a foundation for a clearer

IUlderstanding of what actually constitutes customer loyalty programs and to de\'elop a

structural framC\\llrk of the loyalty-building anributes of these programs and the
relationship between them. This chapter is divided into six sections. The first section
attemplS ro explain the concept of loyalty programs. It discusses the structure and
goals of these programs. and also describes the role that incentives, time bamcrs and
points barn= play in these programs. The second section looks al the de\'elopment of
customer loyalty programs. Ir provides a comprchensi,-e explanation as to why
academics. practilio= and the marketplace have seen the proliferauon of these

programs. A rationale for their breadth of application is also offered The third
section discusses the loyalty-building components of customer loyally programs.

Issues associated with the problems of customer loyalty programs provide the content
for the third section_ These issues range from the limited literalure abour the customer
loyalty program phenomenon to a lack of theoretical understanding of these programs.

The fourth section sees an integration of the three theoretical areas - anirudinal,
behavioral and relationship marketing - in order to suggest the loyally components of
customer loyalty programs. The objective of this section is to identify the loyalty
components liom the three theoretical areas and explain how the interactions bet\\-een
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lhcsc componcnlS develop customer loyalty. The componcnlS selected for this

framework have been chosen based on the p,cmise that they are deemed to be the most
significant determinanlS ofloyally arising from a review oflhc loyalty and customer
loyalty program literature. The fifth section compares the findings of this thesis 10 the
issues discussed in section 2. The purpose of !his chapter is to provide a fowidat,on of
the loyalty building altribu1es of customer loyalty programs that lead to consumer
loyaJty. Lastly, the sixth sec1ion concludes !his thesis by summarising the most
significant findings oflhis study and offers several future research questions for
subsequenl studies.

The Concept of Customer Loyalty Prognms

Then: are various understandings of "flat exactly constilutes a loyalty program.

Rossiter and Percy (1997) describe customer I0}111ly programs as an "inccnti,·e-based
promotional activity" (p. 411) aimed al encouraging the repeat purchase of a product

beyond a satisfactory level. The objective is lo increase the repeal purchase le,·els of
existing customers rather than increasing penetration or market share - a concept
known as the loyally effect (Reichhcld & Teal, 1996 ). A loyalty progr... n seeks 10

bond customers wilh a panicular company, product or senice through !he pro,ision of
incenlivcs such as point,, prizes or discounts for their patronage (Sharp & Sharp,
1997; Dowling& Uncles. 1997). Mitchell ( 1994) proposes that the real marl.:eting

power of loyalty schemes is their ability to scgmcnl the customer base and 10
dctcrmine which types of promotion suit the different scgmenis of consumers. While
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thesc cxplana1ions do underlie the basic concepl of loyally programs, and ii has been
shown Iha! thesc marketing instrumenls can have a posilive impacl on repeal·

purchases (Sharp & Sharp, 1997), they have been referred 10 as a form of promolion
by some rescan:hcts (Croll. 1995). h appea,s lhat loyally programs as a marketing

instrument can have a positive impacl on repeal-purchases (Dowling and Uncles,
1997), and Ibis has led IO these programs being hailed by organisations as an
innovative 100110 instill and maintain loyally (Mi1chell, 1994 ).

At a stratcgic level. customer loyally programs have been shown 10 have longterm ctfects (Sharp & Sharp, 1997). According 10 Richanls ( 1998, p.43), lhe ralionale
behind lhe concep1 of loyally programs is lhoughl 10 be lha1:
lhe key lo profitabilily is more likely lo involve lhe re1en1ion of currenl
(profitable) customers and increasing their spend lhan in ll'}ing 10 win
new customers.

The goal ofthesc programs is lo retain and encourage muhiple repealpurchases by lhc same customer over a long-term period, thus increasing profitabilily
(Mitchell, 1994; Richanls, 1998; Sharp & Sharp, 1997) This is similar 10 the 'leak-y
bucket' theory proposed by Ehrenberg and Goodhard1 ( 19n. cited in Dowling &
Uncles, 1997), where marketing strategies are designed IO replace disloyal customers
who leak away with new ones in order 10 keep lhc sales level steady. This defensive

marketing lhcory is behind lhc new emphasis on relationship marketing in marke1ing
(Sharp & Sharp, 1997).

Althoogh repeat-purchases are lhc primary goal of a loyally program, lhc core
poinls of differentiation between loyally programs and other marketing efforls are their
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defensive orientation and their long-term nature (Sharp & Sharp, 1997). In other
words, loyalty programs, unlike most other defensive marketing strategies, are better
able to defend companies against competitor actions and to maintain !his advantage.
They attempt to influence consumer.; not only by providing incentives but also by
increasing lhe constaner's switching costs over time and changing the ..consumer

choice process from operating in a spot market to operating in a multi-period,
contractual relationship markettt (Dowling & Uncles, 1997, p. 78).

While repeat-purchases are a goal of customer loyalty programs, they are not
the ultimate objective of these programs. Rather, there are two key characteristics that
distinguish loyalty programs from repeat-purchase strategies and promotions (Rossiter
& Pen:y, 1997). .Rossiter and Percy ( 1997) state that firstly, repeat-purchase strategies

primarily focus on the next few purchases, whilst loyalty programs are more longterm. Secondly, while loyalty programs invariably do offer incentives, the 'extra

services' that repeat purchase promotions typically offer are not perceived as
incentives (Rossiter & Pen:y, 1997).

In the light of these distinctions, the central tenet of customer loyalty programs
is that they offer the potential to alter both a consumer's repeat-purchase behaviour in

the long-term and therefore the existing market patterns of a product (Gilbert, 1996:
Croll. 1995; Sharp & Sharp, 1997). As well, they can gain a sustainable competitive
advantage (Bhattacharya, 1997; Pine II, Peppers, & Rogers, 1996). Funhcrmore, the

fundamental aim of loyalty schemes is to capture information and use ii to cater 10 the
individual characteristics of consumer.; in order to instill and retain their loyalty
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(Mitchell, 1994). These attribUles are the primary factors that characterise defensive
loyalty programs.

Development of Customer Loyalty Programs

There are many explanations for the accelerated growth of customer loyalty
programs. These explanations, in part. are thought to result from a change in the
consumer environment from an emphasis on quality and customer service to a refocus
on consumer loyalty (Sharp & Sharp, 1997). These changes have been stimulated by
the recognition that insufficient attention has been paid previously to customer
retention in marketing (Kotler, 1992). It has been postulated that increases in
profitability are due to consumer retention, which has resulted in a rise ofloyalty
programs (Reichheld & Sasser, 1996; Richards, J998). In addition, increases in
consumer cynicism and low perceived levels of differentiation between products have
resulted in an increased number marketing strategies to restore consumer loyalty
(Sharp & Sharp, I997).

Further to changes in the consumer environment, the marketplace has also
changed with a rise in global competition coupled with a rapid increase in innovative
products and the aging of other products (Dick & Basu, 1994). Thus, due to the
declining levels of product differentiation and cost-effectiveness, organisations have
shifted their primary focus away from the use of traditional marketing techniques in
hope of understanding the underlying motives of consumer loyalty (Fournier & Yao,
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1997). Therefore, establishing and maintaining loyalty has become a fundamental
managerial challenge (Dick & Basu, 1994). As a result of these conditions, customer
loyalty programs have not only increased dramatically in number over the years, but
have also developed across a widening range of industries (such as the airline and
retail industries) (Sharp & Sharp, 1997). The relationship between loyalty and the
bottom line as well as the fears of a lack of competitive parity have also influenced
decisions to practice loyalty-based marketing (Reichheld & Teal, 1996; Sharp &
Sharp, 1997). The marketplace has now seen the implementation of these 'new wave'
(Sharp & Sharp, 1997, p. 473) programs which have essentially been used as "in-depth
marketiug instruments" (Chevan, 1992, p. 61). In other words, customer loyalty
programs have been employed as a vehicle for accessing a wealth of information about
customers.

Attributes of Customer Loyalty Programs

Rewanlll

It is postulated by Dywer, Schurr and Oh ( 1987) that rewards are seen as
complementary resources employed to encourage positive perceptions of benefits. In
loyalty programs, rewards are a common tactic used to entice consumers to alter their
'
behavioural patterns. Therefore, before exploring consumers' perce~ons
of the

'
effects of rewards, it is important to understand the basic structure of rewards
in
customer loyalty programs.
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From a broad review of the literature related to customer loyalty programs, it is
apparent that there are few studies dealing with the function or structure of rewards in
loyalty programs. Dowling and Uncle's (1997) study is one of the few that has
focused on the association between customer rewards and customer loyalty programs.
They provide a brief explanation of the effects of rewards in loyalty programs, and this
explanation is outlined below. Due to the Jack of academic attention on reward
structure, the present study draws heavily on Dowling and Uncle's ( 1997) paper to
provide a fundamental understanding of the reward structure.

The structure of rewards for a majority of the larger loyalty programs in
Western Australia (Perth) can be illustrated in the form of a tree. The trunk represents
rewards; from that trunk emanates two branches consisting of two primary attributes:(i) timing of rewards and (ii) value proposition of rewards (Dowling & Uncles, 1997).
Timing

Value proposition

Rewards

The timing of rewards refers to the time members have to wait to redeem their
rewards from the points accumulated. The value proposition of rewards refers to
whether a link exists between the type of reward and the organisation (Dowling &
Uncles, 1997). The two branches (attributes) then divide into four stems (sub-
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attributes), as illustrated below. These components can be described as instant or
delayed rewards and direct or indirect value.
Instant
rewards

v

Delayed
rewards

Timing

Direct Indirect
value value

v

Value Proposition

Rewards
'Instant rewards', as the name suggests, are rewards that are offered instantly
when purchases are made. An example is the Shell program where points can be
instantly used to obtain tangible rewards (such as free petrol). It is important to note
that while the Shell program does offer a more immediate reward, the program is
structured in a manner where delayed rewards are also offered. With 'delayed
rewards', consumers have to wait a certain period of time, usually until a specific
points barrier is reached, to obtain a reward. An example is Fly Buys where a certain
points barrier must be achieved prior to obtaining rewards. Direct value proposition' is
where the reward offered by a program is closely associated with the organisation's
products or services (Dowling & Uncles, 1997). For example, in the Shell program,
the direct value proposition is free petrol. Programs that offer rewards that are not
associated with the organisation's provision of goods or services have an 'indirect
value proposition' (Dowling & Uncles, 1997). An example of this type of program is
Fly Buys which, as well as air flights, offers rewards (such as movie tickets) that are
not flight associated.
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Now that the structure of rewards has been discussed, the next section explores
consumers' perceptions of program rewards. There are five factors that are suggested
by O'Brien & Jones (1995) to relate to the use of rewards in loyalty programs. These
fnctors are primarily associated with consumers' perceptions of rewards, and are the
range of rewards offered, the value of rewards, the timing of rewards, the aspirational
value and the scheme's ease of use. Each of these factors, discussed below, is thought
to be fundamental to an effective customer loyalty program (O'Brien & Jones, 1995).

Range ofrewards
Prior to discussing rewards it is imponant to note that this section relies heavily
on Croft's ( 1995) paper, primarily because his article remains one of the few that
discusses the effects of rewards in loyalty programs. He posits that mos1 forms of
rewards used in customer loyalty programs have been equated with discounts. Croft
( 1995) and Mitchell ( 1997) further suggest that it is this association which has led to
the programs being categorised as promotions, with the result that the outcomes of
loyalty programs have not been utilised to their fullest extent nor truly appreciated.
Croft (1995) asserts that while the use of incentives is considered a good technique to
drive and inOuence the consumption patterns of consumers, such efforts may only
achieve short-term results. Thus, the use of discounts as a reward may eventually
produce a price war, where the point of differentiation between the competitors
becomes lost (Croft, 1995; Mitchell, 1994).

Schmittlein ( 1993),Dowling and Uncles ( 1997) and Croft ( 1995) contend that
the use of discounts as a marketing tool is only effective to the extent that it entices
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distnl>utors to supply the brand or increase awareness of the brand. Such fonns of
reward may not be sufficient to motivate a sustained switch in the shopping patterns of
consumers, nor to huild loyalty or to gain an increase in profitability as a competitive
response (Croft, 1995). Aeconling to Croft ( 1995), focus should be placed on bringing

about a long-term behavioural change. He proposes that providing incentives that
place importance on effective communication and providing privileged status, for
example, would better suit the goals of loyalty programs than providing monetary
incentives. Moreover, Croft further suggests that concentrating on a long-tenn
behavioural change may also contribute to improved brand stature.

It is argued that without a behavioural change in consumers, loyalty schemes
become nothing more than long-tenn sales promotions (Croft, 1995). The crucial
difference between loyalty programs and sales promotions is that while both provide
incentives, the focus of the latter is primarily on the next few purchases (Rossiter &
Percy, 1997; Sharp & Sharp, 1997). Unlike loyalty programs, sales promotions lack
equity (for example, through the accumulation of points and development of
relationships) to lock consumers in (Sharp & Sharp, 1997).

Value ofRewards
It is questionable whether rewards should directly support the product being

offered by an organisation, or whether the reward offered should be used to motivate
the purchase intentions of the consumer in a more indirc:ct manner (Dowling &

Uncles, 1997). for example, a particular aspect of Shell's reward structure directly
supports the organisation. For the points accumulated, the reward is free petrol. On
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the other hand, the rewards offered by Ry Buys can also range from free flights to free
movies. Hence, there is no direct correlation between the company's product and its
rewards. This is a crucial factor to consider as it can affect in two ways the type of

loyalty, if any, established. Firstly, loyalty may be induced either towards the program
(deal loyalty) or secondly, 10.....,.(!s to the core product (product loyalty) (Dov.-ling &

Uncles, 1997).

It is suggested by Doming and Uncles ( 1997) that the determining factor of the
type ofloyalty established (deal loyalty versus product loyalty) relies on the level of

involvement betv.-een the consumer, the brand and the form of reward offered. For
example, for low-involvement products, the reward received from the purchase of the
product should be the primary reward, not the product (e.g., Fly-Buys) (Dowling &
Uncles, 1997). Without this incentive, the motivation to purchase such products may
be diminished. On the other hand, with high-involvement products the reward is not

as imponant in the purchase decision (Dowling& Uncles, 1997). However, if the
rewards offered by the organisation directly suppon the value proposition of that
product, this may lead to loyalty being established toward the organisation rather than
to the loyalty program. Thus, it is suggested that this would better meet the objectives

of loyalty programs (Dowling & Uncles, J997). An example of such a scheme is the
GM Card where members accumulate points towards a discount of the purchase price

of a new car.
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Timing. Ease ofUse and Asp1ra11onul Value ofHeM·urd.<
The IIS50Ciations between the timing, aspirational value and the ease of use of

rewards are other factors that may impact the effect of incentives (Dowling & Uncles.
1997). The foilo\\1ng diagram illustrates this link between the thn:c factors, usmg

existing lo)1llty programs as examples.

Figure 1
Timing or rew•nls
lmmediale

Delayed

(rdan-dy)

Dirocdy suppo,ts lhe
produc(s nlue propositioo

Shell Card

Amine F.._ Fl,-e.G~I Card

Type of Rewanls
Promorional
Compc<itions

Fl,- Buys Cre<fu
Card Programs

Type of Reward S.,bemes
(Adapted from Dowling & Uncles. 1997. p. 76)
Dowling and Uncles ( 1997) propose that the timing of rewards plays an
influential role in funning the perceptions of consumers and in achievmg the goals of a
loyalty program. They suggest that instant rewards and rewards that directly suppon
the value proposition of a program not only enhance the program but better suppon the

objective of lo)1llty programs in building lo)1llty. Despite this. the loyalty programs
discussed in the literature reviewed have employed a delayed structure (e.g.. F!yBuys, GM card and Frequent Flyers). Dowling and Uncles ( 1997) have attempted to
explain why a majority of Australian programs have been popular to program
members. Viewed liom a consumer's cost-benefit analysis, membership is free and
the accumulation of points is based on pun:hases that would typically be made.
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Another major alUBClion to program members is the aspirational value of rewards
offercd by ccnain loyally programs. The authors funhcr stipulate that 'belonging' to a
program is another ltlijor attraction.

It would appear that the challenge of a loyally program is to get the structural
framework or rewards right. The fundamental distinction between a good and bad
program is suggested to be based on the structure, the type or rewards provided, and
the extent to which one program differs from that of its competitors (Croft. 1995) If

rewards arc pitched too low, this could result in offending consumers by the
perceplion of offering 'meager' rewards (Mitchell, 1994). Conver,ely, pitching
rewards too high could result in a 'bidding war', thus encouraging 'promiscuous'
pun:hases by con.somers among brands (Mitchell, 1994). To avoid either reaction,
Dowling and Uncles ( 1997) suggest that the value of rewards should try to match the
value of the core product offered by an organisation. It should be recognised that the
objective of loyally programs is to alter the l>eilllvioural patterns of consumers and to
increase repeat pun:hase of products in the long-term Therefore, rewards should only
be used as a prompt to entice consumers to join a prognlDl, and over time the
importance placed on these rewards will become secondary (Schmid. 1997; Croft.
1995).

Poiab Barrier

A points barrier is a strategy used in some loyally programs to increase the
dollar value spent in a single pun:hase in order to earn points. If a points barrier is
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implemented within a program, points cannot be earned un/e.u the dollar amount spent
in a single pun:hase exceeds that of the poir,1ts barrier. Using Fly Buys as an example,
a minimum of$S must be spent to earn one point. This strategy is designed to
encourage consumers to lift the average amount bought in a single purchase (Sharp &
Sharp, 1997).

A problem with this strategy, however, is the lack of consumer knowledge
of its objective. Sharp and Sharp ( 1997) established that consumers were unlikely
to alter their expenditure in the case of the Fly Buys program because of their lack
of awareness and inadequate undc"JStanding of the points barrier strategy. In
recognition of this, what is needed is a means of identifying the motivating factors
that would induce consumers to adopt such a points barrier strategy as well as a
promotion and explanation of the points barrier.

Time Barrier

Much like the points barrier, the time barrier takes on a similar role in that it
influences consumers to translate the points into a tangible reward within a certain
period of time. A time barrier is where the points accumulated within a program have
a life span during which they can be used and converted to a tangible prize. The usual
life span of points of a West Australian program is between 3 - S years (Sharp &
Sharp, 1997). According to Sharp and Sharp ( 1997), some loyalty programs
implement such a strategy for two purposes. The first purpose of a time barrier is
purely economic so that the organisations running loyalty programs minimise their
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contingent liability. The second encourages consumers to increase: repeat purchases m
two ways. One way stimulates consumers lo accumulate more points more quickly.
For Cllllmple, if the time span of points is about to expire and the points accumulated
thus far arc not sufficient to obtain a rcwar~ consumers arc encouraged to spend more
within a single purchase 10 gain more points. The other way encourages members 10
conven these points into a tangible form of reward before the points expire (Sharp &
Sharp, J997). Therefore, it is important to determine whether the function of a trme
barrier stimulates consumers in the way it is expected to, ar>J also 10 explore
consumers' perception., of its use within customer loyalty programs.

Mllltiple P•rticipaats

Most loyalty schemes discussed in the literature involve multiple panicipants
(e.g., Fly-Buys, Cn:dil Card Loyalty Schemes). This is where a number of
stores/brands collaborate within one specific scheme lo form a loyalty program (Sharp
& Sharp, 1997). Sharp and Sharp (1997) found that members of a loyalty scheme

which involved multiple panicipants believed that this technique made it easier for
them to achieve rewards without having to forego their normal shopping panems.
This was found to be primarily due to the members' belief that such a structure enabled
them lo sample big brands from across product categories while being able lo obtain
rewards. Thus they perceive that they were able to be disloyal to individual suppliers.
This belief was the primary motivating factor that influenced the consumers sampled
in the Sharp and Sharp study to join this panicular type of customer loyalty scheme.
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An effect of mulliple patticipanl programs is lhat while lhcy do anract ..new

and light buyers"' (p. 484) to a product. these lypC of programs may reduce loyalty

effects (Sha,p & Sha,p, 1997). The rationale is lhat even though a brand's penetration
rate increases, !he

frequency ofn:peat-purchascs is small, lhus diminishing lhe loyalty

effect (Ehrenberg. Goodhanlt. & Barwisc, 1990). It is proposed that this inYCrsc elTc:cl
oa:ws because consumer.; who are pan of lhe scheme are usually already heavy users

of lhosc brands in lhe scheme and lighl buyers of some brands in the scheme (Sha,p &
Sha,p, 1997). Therefore, brands lhal were infrequently bought would see an increase

in peneuation as opposed to only achiaing an increase in average purchase frequency
(Sharp & Sharp, 1997). That is, while lhere are more people buying a brand, therefore
increasing lhe peneuation of lhe brand. lhe average purchase frequency of lhal brand
remains constant as the heavy users oflhat brand remain similar.

Shalp and Shalp ( 1997) suggest lhat 'divided loyalty' is a more realistic
characteristic of today's consumers. That is, consumers are rarely completely loyal 10
any product. This suggestion is consistent wilh lhe concept of multi-brand

relationships as discussed in lhe preceding section. Hence, it can be inferred lhal
loyalty programs lhat permit mulliple brands/products would, in facl, belier cater 10
lhc natural pu1Chase behaviour of consumers. It is important to realise, however, that
Ibis technique may not create excess loyalty for lhat brand but only appeal 10 the
polygamous nature of consumers (Sharp & Shalp, 1997).
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Compoaeals of Loyally

As IIOl<d in ChaplCr I, it is apparent that ample literature exists on consumer

loyalty. Much of this literature discusses loyalty as an aggregate concept, however,
aod there is still a lack of iTHlepth analysis of the components that lead to loyalty. In
order lo develop a foundation of the components that lead lo consumer loyalty, eight
oftbe most significant components to emerge from the loyalty lirerarure have been
chosen. In panicular, the following components have drawn heavily from Dupont's
( 1998) fiamework of determinants of customer retention. While each of these
components ,.;n be explored individually, iris important 10 recognise that they are nor
mutually exclusive.
Commitmenl

According to Morgan and Hunt ( 1994 ), commitment has a significant impact
on the deoelopment ofloyalty. While these authors have identified that commitment
is a factor that induces and reinforces the bond within a relationship and is a
prerequisite for the deoelopment of loyalty, the problem is that ir has been
misconstrued as loyalty (Palmer, 1995; Richards, 1998).

Mutual commitment is thought to be the basis on which relationships are built
(Morgan & Hunt, 1994). Commitment occurs when both panies believe iris worth
maintaining a relationship. Ir is established when a consumer exhibits behaviour that
is in accordance with the objectives of the marketer (Gronroos, 1990; Shani & Sujana,
1992). Further, lhiscommitmenl must be long-term in nature and involves both
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"cognitive and emotional components" (Rusbult & Buunk. 1983, p. 4). These
components as identified by Rustbult and Buunk ( 1983) can be better explained by
Allen and Meyer (1990 & 1996) who through their research on organisational
commitment. have identified three types of commitment - affective. continuance and

normative commitment. While the three types of commitment discussed above are
typically discussed in the field of organizational commitment, for the purpose of this
study, only affective and continuance commitment apply to this research and are
therefore discussed.

Affective commitment refers to the identification. involvement and emotional

attachment an individual forms (Allen and Meyer, 1990 & 1996). An example using
loyalty programs could be where members identify themselves with a panicular
program and build a form of emotional attachment toward their program. Continuance
commitment is where IUI individual perceives a cost associated with the elimination of
a relationship or partnership (Allen and Meyer, 1990 & 1996). In association with
loyalty programs. this could be the cost associated with the termination of a
membership. This form of commitment was also identified by DuPont ( 1998) and
Palmer & Bejou (1994) who state that a commitment will only occur if having the
relationship and the expense of dissolving the relationship are both great.

According to Fournier and Yao (1997), Sharp and Sharp (1997) and Dowling
and Uncles ( 1997), the definitions mentioned above are parallel with those of loyalty.

Palmer (l 995) however, contends that the primary distinction between loyalty and
commitment is that the former is characterised by 'willing panicipants' whereas the
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latter is not. Based on this debate, it is evident that the close association between
loyalty and commitment has led to the need for a distinction between the two concepts
as it may complicate efforts to measure loyalty (Palmer, 1995).

Trust
Trust is a critical component of relationship marketing that contributes to
loyalty (Bendapudi & Berry, 1997; DuPont, 1998; Tax, Brown, & Chandrasehkaran,
1998). Though it is difficult to evaluate (DuPont, 1998), it is important to discuss the
relevance of tJUst to the development of loyalty and its effect on customer loyalty
programs. The significance oftJUst is that commitment cannot exist without trust first
being established (Morgan & Hunt, 1994). Trust is where the word or promise of an
individual or an organisation is seen to be dependable, and where the obligations of
each person will be carried out in the two-way relationship (Dywer, et al., 1987). The
primary role of trust as a precursor to loyalty is that it lessens consumers' transaction
costs

by reducing the fear of opportunistic behaviour by an organisation (Bendapudi &

Berry, 1997; Williamson, 1981). Overall, IJUst acts as a foundation for a relationship

(DuPont, 1998). It is suggested that the higher the level of commitment and trust from
a consumer, the lower the propensity to leave the loyalty scheme (Morgan & Hunt,
1994). In addition, according to Morgan and Hunt (1994) when the two components
are simultaneously present, they encourage "efficiency, productivity and
effectiveness" (p. 22), which, in effect, produces 'co-operative behaviours' that result
in successful relationships. Based on Morgan and Hunt's theory and through customer
loyalty programs, it may be possible to develop IJUst between an organisation and
consumers and thereby provide the basis for a long-term relationship.
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Bonding

While commitment and trust are the basis for relationships, it is the social
and structural bonds with consumers that provide the ability to sustain relationships
(DuPont, I998). Bonding is the attempt to establish customer value through twoway interactive activities (Sheth & Parvartiyar, 1995). The importance of this
variable according to Gummeson (1997) and Sheth and Parvatiyar(J99S) is that the
greater the enhancement of the bond formed between the consumer and the product,
the more committed to a relationship a consumer becomes and the less likely s/he is
to switch products.

Bendapudi and Berry ( I997) identify several types of bonds that exist
between the consumer and the provider. Using an example of a cust~mer loyalty
program, an intra-role bond is the provision of incentives, whilst an erample of an
extra-role bond is the external relationship between the consumer and the product
such as the communication received via mail. Cross and Smith ( 1995) suggest that
there are two notable outcomes of establishing such bonds. Firstly, the consumer
I

develops some level of perceived dependence on the product due to the familiarity
that is established between the consumer and the provider. Secondly, the level of
trust is increased, which may reduce the fear of opportunistic behaviour. Based on
the literature, it is evident that the formation of bonds and the understanding of the
extent to which these bonds enhance a relationship between a consumer and a brand
are important components that need to be evaluated by this study.
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Communication (Information)
Communication is defined as the infonnal and formal sharing of "meaningful
and timely infonnation" (Anderson & Narus, 1990, p. 44). The importance of
communication, particularly in building loyalty, is even more powerful now than it has
been in the past. It appears that the emphasis on mass marketing has diminished and is
being transposed by some organisations to one-to-one communication (Erickson,
1991 ). There are numerous advantages of this fonn of communication. First and
foremost, it changes the traditional ways of the marketing process by focussing on the
individual consumer, which can strengthen brand loyalty (Munger, 1996). Secondly,
frequent communication plays a significant role in that it fosters goodwill and aids in
the enhancement and continuance of the buyer-seller relationship (Erickson, 1991;
Munger, 1996). Thus, it is suggested that it is a precursor to trust (Morgan & Hunt,
1994) which has important implications for customer loyalty programs. Erickson
(1991) pwports that fostering relationships and building trust influence customers to
return. Furthermore, by gaining in-depth knowledge of a consumer's shopping habits
through the use of database systems, the organisation allows for the customisation of
communication and product knowledge to segments of the market (Munger, 1996).
This customisation enables consumers to communicate their needs resulting in the
development of new and/or improved products. This, in tum, strengthens the positive
perceptions held by customers about the organisation (Munger, 1996).

Despite all the advantages that direct communication offers, Munger ( 1996,
p.60) stresses that "marketers have to get out of'the discount game', replacing it with
services that create value for the customer." Only then will communication be most
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effective. Shrake ( 1999) supported this finding, reporting that a study carried out by
Harte-Hanks ( 1999) produced results indicating that communication was one of the
best techniques to assist loyalty-building.

In summary, the role of direct communication between an organisation and its
customers is integral to the process of establishing brand loyalty. Hence, it is
important in this study to determine the effects of communication, if any, on program
members and to what extent it is effective. In addition, it is also important to
determine the type of information that members perceive as being of value.
Satisfaction

There is a general assumption that a direct relationship exists between
satisfaction and loyalty, in that as the level of customer retention increases, satisfaction
improves (Richards, 1998). This, however, is a dubious link according to Tax, Brown
and Chandrasehkaran (1998). They propose that the underlying role played by
satisfaction in customer loyalty programs is that it reinforces consumer decisions to
participate in the buyer-seller process which, over time, leads to commitment. It is
contended that satisfaction is the main mediator of post-purchase behaviour that links
"pre-choice product beliefs to post-choice cognitive structure, consumer
communications and re-purchase behaviour" (Westbrook, 1987, p. 28). As a result,
satisfaction affects both the attitudinal and behavioural patterns of consumers, which
in turn encourage consumers to engage in long-term relationships (Tax, et al., 1998).
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Rust and Zahorik ( 1993) propose that there are three underlying assumptions
relating to satisfaction and loyalty;
satisfaction that is based on a small number of elements produces
satisfaction based on a small number of loyalty components,
the probability ofloyalty to a firm being developed relies on satisfaction

based on loyalty components and
loyalty is a process based on the inclination to be loyal.

Rust and Zahorik ( 1993) suggest that the first assumption is driven by
management's ability to link specific elements (e.g., service) to components of loyalty.
The second assumption, which has most significance and relevance to the evaluation
of customer loyalty programs, is based on the belief that loyalty results fiom routine
patterns of behaviour where consumers make a conscious decision to stay loyal or not.
Thus, once consumers attain a certain level of satisfaction, similar benefits offered by
competitors are precluded fiom the choice set of these consumers (Dwyer, et al.,
1987). While these consumers are loyal, they are still aware of alternatives being
offered without the temptmion to test other alternatives (Morgan & Hun, 1994). This
behaviour is one of the central aims of customer loyalty programs (Morgan & Hun,
1994). The third assumption presumes that loyalty is probabilistic rather than
detenninistic (Rust & Zahorik, 1993). That is, consumers are not seen as either loyal
or disloyal, rather each individual will have a different propensity (or probability) to
be loyal to a particular product or brand
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In conclusion, it would be appropriate to investigate whether a relationship
exists between satisfaction and loyalty and whether this relationship, if it exists, has
any impact on customer loyalty programs. In addition, it is also important to
determine whether the underlying assumptions proposed by Rust and Zohorik
(1993) are valid and to assess the extent of their effects through the use of customer
loyalty programs.
Perceived Price, Quality and Value

Relevant literature on price, value and quality indicate that the concepts of
perceived price, perceived quality and perceived value all have a significant
conelation to loyalty and to one another (see Dodds, et al., 1991; Zeithaml, 1988;
Monroe, 1976, Szybillo & Jacoby, 1974). The following section will discuss each
concept individually as well as describe how they relate to loyalty.

Firstly, perceived price from a consumer's perspective is defined by Zeithaml
(1988, p. 10) as "what is given up or sacrificed to obtain a product" Another way of
viewing price that is consistent with the price literature is that it is a 'give' component
rather than a 'get' component (Ahtola, 1984). In other words, it refers to the tradeoff

between what a consumer needs to 'give• up in order to 'get' something in return.

The importance of price is that it is perceived by cons!IIRers to be a stimulus
(Dodds, et al., 1991). Price has both "objective external properties and subjective
internal representations" (Dodds, et al., p. 308) which are derived from the consumer's
perception of price, which in turn, gives meaning to the consumer (Dodds, et al.,
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1991 ). Zeithaml ( 1982, 1983 & 1988) proposes that a consumer does not usually
n:call an 'objective price' ofa product. Rather, prices are encoded in a manner that
gives meaning to the consumer. Hence, this suggests that by understanding what
influences consumers' perceptions of price and their shopping behaviour, researchers'
focus should be on the way consumers encode prices and not on the objective price of
a product. For example, a product with the benefits of a loyalty program at1aehed to it
may be encoded by the consumer as representing a lower price than a similar product
.-ithout a loyalty program, even if both have the same objective price. In addition,
although the issue of monetary sacrifice is an imponant consideration, other issues
such as time and effon (non-monetary costs) should also be acknowledged (Zeithaml,
1988). Such non-monetary costs are typically of more concern than the objective cost
of a product to a consumer when encoding (Zeithaml, 1988). In relation 10 customer
loyalty programs, consumers may be discouraged from using products associated with
loyalty programs due to the inconvenience of having to present a panicular swipe card
or shop at a particular store.

Perceived quality is closely associated with price. Perceived quality, as
defined by Zeithaml ( 1988, p. 5), is a "consumer's judgement about the superiority or
excellence of a product." Like objective and perceived price, there lies a distinction

between 'objective quality' and 'perceived quality', although it is debated by some
academics whether objective quality exists at all (see Maynes, 1976). The imponance
of distinguishing between objective and perceived quality is so that an understanding
can be reached as to how individuals determine what is and what is not seen as quality.
Quality, like price, acts as a stimulus and seems to play an imponant role in
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influencing the pun:hase intentions of consumcrs (Zeithaml, 1998). Thus, quality may
be a loyalty-building anribute that contributes to the loyally process. Hence, if

consumcrs perceive that pun:hasing products associated with a loyally program will
increase the quality of the product (e.g., a frequent flyers lounge) or their relationship
with the organisation (e.g., status recognition), this can be seen as an important
purchase motivator. The important implication, therefore, is that products affiliated
with customer loyalty programs should possess both intrinsic and extrinsic cues which
consumcrs will perceive as having quality.

Perceived value is an abstract concept (Dodds. et al., 1981). The term is used
in various contexts to describe "a wide variety of anributcs and higher level
abstractions that provide value" to a consumer (Zeithaml, 1988, p. 13 ). In other

words, what is perceived to have value to one individual may not to another. Overall,
perceived value refers to a consumer's perceived judgement based on a tradeoff

between 'give' (their loyalty) and 'get' (rewards) components for a product's utility
(Zeithaml, 1988). Therefore, consumers' perceptions ofa loyalty program's value
may be more important to its success than its tangible economic value.

Perceived value plays two significant roles: firstly, it determines a product's
value(Dodds, et al., 1991; Szybillo &Jacoby, 1974) and secondly, it influences a
consumer's willingness to purchase a product (Dodds, et al., 1991 ). It has been argued
that brands are typically used as a benchmark to judge a product's value (Gordon,

1994). In relation to customer loyalty programs, this suggests that brands and their
associated value play a significant role in helping establish loyalty as it enhances a
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membcfs willingness to purehasc program affiliated products. It is therefore
imJ)Ollant to understand these underlying factors of value, and how when encoded by
consumers they influence their purchase intentions.

Another aspect concerning value, as evidenced from the above discussion, is
that it is highly interrelated with concepts of pereeived quality and pereeived price
(Dodds, et al., 1981 ). While value does share close associations with these other

concepts, a primary em>r is that it is often mistaken for price and benefits, and in
particular, that it is not well differentiated from pereeived quality as they are both a
higher level abstraction (Zeitharnl, 1988). However, Zeithaml (1988) distinguishes
pereeived value from pereeived quality in two ways. First, value is considered to be
both "more individualistic and personal [and therefore] a higher level concept" (p. 14).
Second, as discussed, value deals with a 'tradeoff' between 'give' and 'get' elements.

Despite the two differences that separate pereeivec! quality from perceived value, it is
pereeived value that most strongly influences a consumefs willingness to buy
(Szybillo & Jacoby, 1974).

The preceding discussion suggests that designers of loyalty programs should
place greater importance on empha•ising pereeived value to members rather than
pereeived quality. Furthermore, it suggests that marketers should identify whether
consumers pereeive the use of loyalty programs to be valuable and which aspects of
programs they find of value.
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In summa,y, the purpose of this section was to discuss the importance of the
loyalty components identified above and how they are thought to lead to consumer
loyalty. In addition, it is important to highlight that these components have been
drawn from the fields of either behaviour, attitude or relationship marketing.

An Integration

Behavioural Approach

Traditionally, loyalty has been measured by behavioural approaches in the
fonn of repeat-purchase behaviour (see Dick and Basu, ( 1997); Sharp and Sharp ,
(1997) and Rossiter and Percy, (1997)). Studies were primarily concerned with
predicting the probability of a purchase and the magnitude of purchase. In particular,
most measures concentrated on assessing penetration due to the belief that loyalty was
some extension of market share (e.g., Fader and Schmittlein (1993); Dowling and
Uncles, ( 1997); Bhattacha,ya, ( 1997)). While the components ofloyalty have long
been established and are all conceptually appealing in capturing the dynamics of brand
loyalty (Bhattacha,ya, 1997), it has been suggested that the existing measures of
loyalty are predominantly operational and lack theoretical meaning (Dick & Basu,
1994). That is, while definitions and theories have been put forth, they lack
'explanatory power' in describing what they are trying to measure (Jacoby &
Chestnut, 1978). Researchers have recognised that such measures are no longer an
adequate measure of brand loyalty (Newman & Werbal, 1974). Furthennore, as the
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field of consumer behaviour matures, it has been demonstrated by several researchers
that evidence supponing brand loyalty is no longer adequate in explaining !he
underlying factors that influence choice behaviour (Jacoby & Chestnut, 1978;
Newman & Werbal, 1973; Richards, 1998). Recognition has been made that more
appropriate theoretical perspecti,es are needed to re-evaluate lhe brand loyalty
concept (Fournier & Yao, 1997; Baldinger & Rubinson, 1996).

Another factor that has contributed to the inadequacy of current measures of
loyalty is that much of the empirical work that exists has been predominantly
quantitative in nature (see Sharp & Sharp, 1997; Dowling & Uncles, 1997). RundleThiele, et al ( 1998) suggests that such an approach is incapable of explicitly
expressing the relationship between the attributes of consumer loyalty. This may be
due to the difficulty of measuring intangible aspects such as attitudes and relationships
(Sheth, 1979). Accordingly, a more appropriate research approach is needed to
redefine the components ofloyalty and their drivers (Richards, 1998). As the goal of
this thesis is to explore the loyalty-building attributes of customer loyalty programs
and the relationship, if any, between these attributes, this study explores the problem
from a qualitative perspective. The adoption of this perspective will be funher
discussed in the next chapier.

Attitudinal Approach

From the preceding discussion, it is suggested that traditional measures of
loyalty typically focused on behavioural measures while the attitudinal drivers of
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loyalty ,w:re disregar<led. According to Farr and Hollis ( 1997) and Baldinger and
Rubinson (1997), much of this neglect could be attributed to the belief that
behavioural loyalty could be measured purely by penetration levels and patterns of
repeat buying. Indeed. while behavioural measures are a good indicator of a product's
loyalty levels. proponents (such as Ehrenberg, 1990; Baldinger, 1997; Baldinger &
Rubinson. 1997; Farr and Hollis, 1997) of attitudinal measures argue that such
measures alone cannot predict behavioural loyalty, nor can they arrive at an
underslanding of the underlying factors that motivate consumers to purchase a
particular product.

The advantage of integrating attitudinal and behavioural measures is that
changes of a product's lifecycle can be better predicted and explained (Baldinger &
Rubinson, 1997). Furthermore, it is postulated that what consumers know and feel
about a brand is likely to have an effect on their pre- and post-purchase behaviour

(Baldinger & Rubinson. 1996 & 1997). Therefore, while loyalty may be measured by
behavioural methods, it is important to determine the components that lead to this
outcome.

The significance of the integration of attitudinal and behavioural measures can
also be explained by the use of Farr and Hollis' ( 1997) 'push' and 'pull' mechanisms.
Push mechanisms affect COilSurner behaviour at point of purchase and are a result of an
organisation's marketing activity, whereas pull mechanisms affect consumers in the
long term by encouraging them to develop a positive predisposition toward a brand.
Hence, push factors affect behavioural loyalty while pull factors affect attitudinal
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loyalty (Farr and Hollis, 1997). II is suggested that the convergence between the two
mechanisms is not only imponant to the understanding of a brand's potential, but also
plays an integral role in influencing a consume(s pUR:hasc decisions and behaviour
(Baldinger & Rubinson, 1996 ).

Rellitiombip M•rketing

Relationship marketing has been suggested as one of the most useful

approaches to both conceptualise and measure brand loyalty (Fournier & Yao, 1997).
Relationship marketing is defined by Palmer ( 1995, p. I ) as
a business strategy which is aimed at turning casual, discrete transactions
between buyers and sellers into an on-going relationship through tactical
devices such as loyalty programs.
Establishing relationships aims to retain existing customers (Berry, 1995;
Gronroos, 1990), focuses on the long-term and continual 'relational exchange' of
oiganisations (Dwyer, Schurr, & Oh, 1987) and can be used as a tool to gain long-term
competitive advantage (DuPont, 1998). The catalysts for the rise of relationship
marketing have been environmental complexities (such as an increase in competition
and eroding levels of customer loyally), the increased length of supply chains, and the
consume(s desire to reduce transaction costs (Bendapudi & Berry, 1997).

It is suggested that consumers like to simplify their problem-solving situations
into routinised behaviour by reducing the number of products in an evoked set
(Howard & Sheth, 1969). It is contended by Sheth and Parvatiyar (1995, p. 256) that
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this "pwposeful choice reduction" is at the heart of relationship marketing. Choice
reduction behaviour reduces the stress experienced by consumers resulting from
uncertainty and vulnerability in a rapidly changing marketplace (DuPont, 1998;
Palmer & Bejou, 1994) and the risk of having to make future choices (Derbaix, 1983;
Punj & Staelin, 1983; Sheth & Parvatiyar, 1995). This attempt to reduce the

complexities characterised in a buying situation result in an habitual action which. in
tum. induces loyalty behaviour (Bendapudi & Berry, 1997). In etfec~ a relationship

between the consumer and a product is developed. Bendapudi and Berry ( 1997) found
that the most important aspect of the development of a relationship is that consumers
who are dedicated to such a relstionship are less likely to search for, and be influenced
by, promotions.

There are two major recurring themes in the literature that attempt to explain
why relationship marketing has such an impact both on consumers and on the

effectiveness of customer loyalty programs. They are (i) the compulsion of consumers
to eliminate the vast alternatives available in the marketplace and (Sheth & Parvatiyar,

1995; Palmer& Bejou, 1994; Du)Mln~ 1998), (ii) a need to participate in some level of
pannership (Dupon~ 1998). These emerging themes are the fundamental principles
of relationship marketing which offer an opportunity for customer loyalty programs to
use to their advantage (Sheth & Parvotiyar, 1995).
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A Convergence

The preceding sections have demonstrated that a majority of components used
to measure loyalty are drawn from either attitudinal (e.g., preference and liking) or
behavioural (e.g., repeat-purchases) theoretical approaches. Theories from
relationship marketing have also contributed to an understanding of the way in which
relationships between buyers and sellers have assisted in developing loyalty (Sheth &
Parvatiyar, 1995; Sharp & Sharp, 1997). While the above theoretical approaches have
been useful in identifying and explaining concepts, they have so far only been related
to brand loyalty from each individual theoretical viewpoint (i.e., behavioural,
attitudinal or relationship marketing). In addition, each approach has discussed the
issue of brand loyalty in different contexts. For example, literature from the
behavioural school of thought has focused on measurement issues of brand loyalty. In
particular, emphasis has been placed on evaluating the effects of customer loyalty
programs in gaining long-term loyalty to brands (Dowling & Uncles, 1997; Sharp &
Sharp, 1997; Uncles, 1997).

On the other hand, attitudinal theorists have concentrated on measures of the
components of brand loyalty (Dick & Basu, 1994). Literature relating attitudinal
findings to the effects of customer loyalty programs has thus far not been found in the
public domain. Thus, there exists a gap between the behavioural and attitudinal
schools of thought. In addition, theories from relationship marketing and their
importance in helping establish long-term loyalty through loyalty programs have only
recently been put forward (Palmer, 1995). Research that explores the effects of a
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convergence between the three theoretical areas has thus far not been documented
within the public domain. As a result, this has led to the limited scope of current
research.

By -converging the three theoretical approaches in this study, it is anticipated
that insight will be offered into the loyalty-building attributes of customer loyalty
programs. In particular, !he following discussion aims to demonstrate how the
integration (a convergence) of the three theoretical areas provides a better evaluation
of the effects of these programs.

It is suggested that the use of behavioural approaches to measure loyalty is

preferred by researchers because, operationally, the role of customer loyalty programs
is to reward consumers for their behavioural actions (changes) and not for their
attitudinal changes towards loyalty (Sharp & Sharp, 1997; Croft, 1995). Bhattacharya
(1997) implies that ifa consumer repeatedly purchases a brand, then (s)he is viewed to
be loyal to that brand. Thus, definitions and evaluations of behavioural loyalty focus
on purchasing behaviour where "loyalty is inferred from the patterns in that behaviour"
(Farr & Hollis, 1997, p. 24). Such behavioun.\l definitions and measures fail to offer
any explanations as to the causes ofloyalty (Sharp, Sharp & Wright, 1999), as they
only go so far in assessing whether loyalty is developed and identifying the
components ofloyalty (Dick & Basu, 1994). Furthermore, these measures fail to
explain how and why brand loyalty is established (Jacoby & Chestnut, 1978).
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In addition to the lack of explanatory power of the individual approaches, it is
postulated by Palruer (1995) that there is a danger that repeat purchase behaviour may
be misconstrued as loyalty. While repeat-purchase behaviour is frequently associated
with loyalty, as indicated by the literature, loyalty may not be achieved simply by
repeat purchases. On the contrary, what may appear to be loyalty could instead be "a
biased expression of individual preference" (Fournier & Yao, 1997, p. 452). In other
words, the repeated purchases by a consumer could simply be driven by preference for
a particular brand against other competing brands and not guided by any emotional
attachment (affective commitment) of loyalty to a product. The importance of this
distinction is that those purchases which are driven by preference could mean that
these purchases were made due to limited choice or other external circumstances.
Purchases driven by emotional attachment, on the other hand, are made because a
consumer wants to make that purchase (Allen and Meyer, 1990).

The fault, identified by Dick and Basu(! 994), lies in the inadequate definitions
of repeat-purchases which fail to recognise the underlying factors of this behaviour
and how, as a result, they affect the development of loyalty. It would appear then, that
in order to understand consumers' motivations behind such behaviour, an integration
of attitudinal measures is needed.
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Problems Associated with Assessing Customer Loyalty Programs

Despite the significant interest that several researchers (e.g., Dowling &
Uncles, 1997; Sharp & Sharp, 1997; Croft 1995; Schmid, 1997; Mitchell, 1994;
Rundle-Thiele, et al., 1998) have paid to the implementation and evaluation of a
loyalty program's success (e.g., Fly-buys. Sharp & Sharp, 1997; Sainsbury loyalty
card and Tesco loyalty card - Croft, 1995, GM card - Mitchell, 1994; Frequent Flyers
-Gilbert & Karabeyekian, 1995), many of these evaluations have relied on
behavioural measures that concentrate on a program's ability to increase market share
and penetration (Baldinger & Rubinson, 1996 & 1997). Some studie however, have
recognised that, given the nature and objective of loyalty programs, a successful brand
should see an increase in its average repeat purchase frequency rather than an increase
in penetration and market share (Dowling & Uncles, 1997; Sharp & Sharp, 1997). In
other words, the ''brand is effectively selling more often to the same people than would
be the norm" (Sharp & Sharp, 1997, p. 477). Therefore, it is possible that measures of
a program's success should shift from a focus on penetration and market share to
measures of repeat-buying patterns.

Despite the fact that measures such as repeat purchases are recognised to be
critical in evaluating a program's success (Sharp & Sharp, 1997), they allow
rasearchers to disregard the important interplay between why and how a brand is
successful. Baldinger and Rubinson (1997, p. 43) believe that it is the study of the
"attitudinal drivers ofloyalty" that can predict and determine a consurne~s behaviour.
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By implication, this means that the integration of the attitudinal and behavioural
measures can explore why discrepancies may exist between behaviour and attitude.
Though traditional research into brand loyalty has been taken from an "overly
behavioural macho approach" (Jacoby & Chestnut, 1978, p. 31 ), research employing
attitudinal approaches has been emerging (e.g., Farr & Hollis, 1997; Baldinger &
Rubinson, 1997). However, a gap still remains between research that integrates the
two approaches. In particular, studies that incorporate both approaches in evaluating

customer loyalty programs have not been found within the public domain.

As discussed, the distinction between the terms 'loyalty' and 'commitment' is

contentious. It has been noted that loyalty has often been mistaken in the literature for
commitment (Palmer, 1995; Richards, 1998). It is postulated that what may appear to
be loyalty on the part of the buyer may actually be caused by the fact that slhe J.,s few
other alternatives, and is therefore 'trapped into' rather than 'committed' to purchases
(Palmer, 1995). Thus the problem lies in whether loyalty measures should include
commitment.

The ability of loyalty programs to capture important consumer information and
to create a one-to-one relationship through a program has been recognised by
marketers as a valoable source of information (Mitchell, 1994; Schmid, 1997).
However, it has been argued that one of the most notable problems with the use of
many loyalty schemes is that organisations are not effectively using the information
that these programs can offer (Mitchell, 1994). This would suggest that while
organisations are in effect buying data from the consumer through their customer
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loyalty programs, and thus gaining the ability to be pro-active in their marketing
efforts, some are failing to use this data to its fullest extent. While this data can be of
benefit to a program, the inability of organisations to use this information to tailor to
the individual needs and wants of the consumer contributes to the skepticism
surrounding loyalty programs (Mitchell, 1994)

Concluding Thoughts

There are two significant aspects to this thesis. Firstly, it attempts to draw and
integrate literature from three theoretical areas - behavioural loyalty, attitudinal
loyalty and relationship marketing and link these theoretical areas to measures of
brand layalty. Untill recently, Farr and Hollis (1997) and Baldinger and Rubinson
(1996 & 1997) have been the only researchers to publish literature that attempts to
identify and discuss the importance of the convergence of behavioural and attitudinal
measures. However, their research does not extend to relate the convergence of these
areas with the effects of customer loyalty programs.

Literature on relationship marketing is much the same. Theories have focused
on the importance of relationships, particularly within the service sector. However,
the role of relationship marketing theories has not been extended to the analysis of
customer loyalty programs. One of the goals of this thesis is to demonstrate how an
integration of the three theoretical areas (attitudinal loyalty, behavioural loyalty and
relationship marketing) is important in identifying and measuring the effects of brand
loyalty. It is also important to note that while academic evidence on loyalty programs
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is growing, anecdotal evidence is in the majority. Much of the anecdotal infonnation
primarily provides explanatipns for the attraction of these programs and questions
wheth~r such programs are able to achieve their goal oflong-tenn consumer loyalty.

The second aspect of significance of this study is the focussing on a consumer's
viewpoint. Until now, the literature on customer loyalty programs has been provided
from an organisation's perspective, albeit the purpose of these programs is to alter the
behavioural purchase patterns of the consumer. Thus, it is the objective of this study
to detennine the attributes, if any, of customer loyalty programs that result in longtenn consumer loyalty to products, as articulated by consumers. An investigation of
whether a relationship exists between any of these attributes will also be explored.
The focal point of difference of this study is that it attempts to do this by converging
the components that are thought to lead to loyalty as developed in behavioural,
attitudinal and relationship marketing fields. In addition, this study will employ
qualitative methods to explore the attributes of customer loyalty programs and loyalty
components. These methods will be discussed in the next chapter.
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CHAPTERJ
METHODOLOGY

Research Design

From the preceding literature review, it is evident that the components of
consumer loyalty are numerous. In comparing academic research into the loyalty
concept with movements within the practical field, it is apparent that there is a
consensus that the advancements of the "understanding, measuring and leveraging"
(Fournier & Yao, 1994, p. 451) of this concept are still limited. In particular, research
within the academic field and within the context of customer loyalty programs remains
lacking.

Thus far, research assessing the reliability of customer loyalty programs in
achieving their stated objectives has emerged primarily from conventional quantitative
methods (see Bhattacharya, 1997; Rundle-Thiele, et al., 1998; Sharp & Sharp, 1997).
According to Rundle-Thiele, et al., ( 1998}, the failure to explore the relationship(s)
between the attributes of loyalty programs is partly attributable to this one-sided
approach. In addition, this approach fails to capture fully the dynamic process of
brand loyalty in consumer-brand relationships (Fournier & Yao, 1997). It is apparent,
then, that to obtain a fuiler and richer understanding of the customer loyalty program
phenomenon, a method that can be adaptable and sensitive to situations that may arise
in this study is needed (Lincoln & Guba, 1985). The essential criteria for the inquirer
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to consider is that the selection of methods must be based on their suitability to the
study and the nature of the problem which they are to measure (Anderson, 1982).
Therefore, the application of qualitative methods (also referred to as a naturalistic
approach), appears to be appropriate (Sheth, 1979). The decision to use this approach

was cleared and deemed ethical by the Ethics Committee of Edith Cowan University.

The primary goal of this research is to generate findings that will ultimately
lead to a clearer understanding of the attributes of customer loyalty programs that lead
to loyalty. As the study explores a developing area, much of the findings will be of a
preliminary nature. Zikmund ( 1997) asserts that exploratory research is a useful
technique when reseorching an area of which little is known. He also claims that this
type of research offers a better understanding of a concept instead of offering
information that is quantified. As this research is predominantly exploratory, it is
contended that qualitative methods are most appropriate (Sampson, 1996; Zikmund,
1997).

Qualitative research is defined as any sort of investigation where findings
produced are not arrived at by means of statistical inferences or quantification (Strauss
& Corbin, 1990). It focuses on the analysis of causal relationships between variables

(Denzin & Lincoln, 1994), and emploYS an interpretive naturalistic methodology
(Denzin & Lincoln, 1994; Punch, 1986). The decision to adopt a qualitative method is
based largely on the belief that such a method enables a rich portrait of the problem
(Belk, Sherry, & Wallendorf, 1988), giving the researcher the ability to gain insights
into the concepts, attributes and relationships which may exist between variables
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(Lindlof, 1995). Denzin and Lincoln (1994) posit that such a methodology offers a
postmodern and post-positivist perspective that is better suited to the attitudes of
today's consumer.

There are several reasons why qualitative methods are appropriate for this
study. Firstly, as one of the important objectives of this study is to discover and
understand the relationship(s) between components ofloyalty, qualitative methods
have the ability to both explore and explain the processes of what occurred and why it
occurred (Huberman & Miles, 1994 ). Secondly, this research method is more capable
of dealing with multiple situations that may arise between the researcher and subjects
in the study (Lincoln & Guba, 1985). For example, it allows the researcher to
concentrate on both verbal and non-verbal accounts. Thirdly, the characteristics
inherent in this method enable flexibility through the relaxation of set procedures and
rules typically characterised by quantitative methods (Sampson, 1996). For example,
as this study focuses on consumers and is exploratory in nature, the researcher is able
to be flexible in the interviewing process. This therefore allows the respondent some
degree of freedom to lead the direction of the interview. Lastly and most importantly,
a qualitative method may provide the ability to gain an in-depth understanding (Glaser,
1992; Strauss & Corbin, 1990) of the loyalty process as it relates to customer loyalty
programs
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Sample

The sample of24 respondents was chosen through purposive sampling.
Respondents were recruited from family relations and friends of freinds which in
effect, created a snowball effect. All respondents were screened by two factors.
Firstly, all subjects chosen had to be panicipants in at least one customer loyalty
program. The reason for this first criterion was to ensure that all subjects have a

per.;onal understanding of the operation of customer loyalty programs. Secondly,
respondents were equally segmented according to their gender and marital status. That
is, of the 24 respondents, 6 were female and single, 6 were male and single, 6 were
female and married and 6 male and married. The table below provides a brief
description of the 24 respondents that were recruited for this study.

Gender

Age

Marital Status

Female

22

Single

Female
Female
Female
Female
Female
Female
Female
Female
Female
Female
Female
Male
Male
Male
Male
Male
Male
Male

30
23
20

Sinele
Sinele
Sin•le
Sin•le
Single
Married
Married
Married
Married
Married
Married
Sino le
Sin•le
Sino le
Sinele
Sinele
Married
Married

19

41
22
48
55
25
36

47
26
26
22
28
22
52
28

Occupation
Retail Sales
RPnresentative
Accounts Manaeer
Student
Student
Student
Student
Sales Reoresentative
Home Duties
Director
Assistant Manaeer
Graohic Desioner
Home Duties
Student
Manaoin2 Director
Student
Self Emoloved
Marketine Manaeer
Consultant
Stockbroker
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Gender
Male
Male
Male
Male

Age

Marital Status

38
2
35
55

Married
Married
Married
Married

Occupation
Com,..nv Director
Financial Advisor
State Manager
Real Estate A2ent

It was anticipated that individuals at different stages of the family lifecycle
(e.g., singles v married) would exhibit different consumption patterns relating to
loyalty programs and the establishment of loyalty. However, in this study, this
ultimately proved to be insignificant.

Sampling Methods

Due to the specifications of the study, the sample technique applied was
pwposive (Denzin & Lincoln, 1994; Sampson, 1996). Such samples are a fonn of nonprobability sampling and are not ad hoc, but somewhat assisted by the researcher's
theoretical and experimental judgements (Johnson, 1990). Random sampling was not
required due to the objective of identifying relationships between variables, and
because this method does not apply to theoretical sampling (Glaser & Strauss, 1967).

It is purported that the choice between the various sampling forms should be
considered in a pwposive and conceptual manner (Huberman & Miles, 1994). A
sample needs to be selected based on the "range of activities, processes, events,
locations and ties" (Huberman & Miles, 1994, p. 441) relevant to the study. One of
the most pertinent aspects to consider in sampling is the selection of a representative
sample (McCraken, 1988). There are two fonns of representativeness - statistical and
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theoretical representativeness (Glaser & Strauss, 1967). The former is distinguished by
randomness, and is used to gain descriptions or to verify hypotheses with the overall
aim of classifying samples into categories (Glaser & Strauss, 1967). Theoretical
representativeness primarily focuses on a selection of a sample that is meaningful to
the study, based on the research problem that is to be tested (Huberman & Miles,
1992; Johnson, 1990). This form of representativeness involves the identification and
comparisons of groups within a sample (that are meaningful to the sf.udy), with the
goal of identifying their 'theoretical relevance' (Glaser & Strauss, 1967; Hammersley,
1989). In other words, respondents chosen for a study are selected based on the
researcher's belief that they would best generate pertinent information relating to the
research problem. Hence, as this research required a sample that is meaningful to the
study, the sample members had to have an understanding of what customer loyalty

programs are, how they operate, and their attitudes towards them.

Sample Size and Composition

As highlighted above, non-probability samples typically use a modest number

of sample informants as the study concentrates on 'specialised knowledge' of specific
situations (Johnson, 1990). It is suggested that the number of informants should be
chosen on the basis of their salient characteristics (Johnson, 1990). Concern should
centre on the quality of content the subject has to provide rather than un the quantity of
respondents (Johnson, 1990). This focus on quality rather than quantity contributes to
the accuracy of accounts described by the subject and enhances the validity of
information presented. Based on the above suggestions and because of the exploratory
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and purposive nature of this study, the number of respondents employed for this study
is small. Unlike statistical sampling which requires larger numbers, the selection of a
smaller sample that is meaningful to the study is more s1Jitable in qualitative research
(Johnson, 1990). It is stated that the optimum choice of informants for a qualitative
study should be between 24-30 (Sampson, 1996). A small sample size allows the
researcher to capture the intensive characteristics of respondents (Sampson, 1996). In
addition, it assists in capturing more accurately the regular behavioural patterns of
respondents through verbal accounts as well as to document the non-verbal
behavioural aspects (Freeman & Romney, 1987).

To refine the selection ofan 'ideal' respondent, five criteria were used. The
first three are outlined by Johnson (1990)- "their role in the community ... the
knowledge informants possessed ... and the innate abilities of informants such as
willingness to communicate, or cooperate, communicating ability and impartiality" (p.
29). The final two criteria are an individual's availability to be sampled for a study and
their ability to disclose information that interests the researcher (Longabaugh, 1980).
The use of the combination of these criteria assisted in gaining content that was both
rich, and provided clarification on the topics that were discussed during the study.

Data Collection

When using exploratory, qualitative methods, the researcher must be creative
in the choice of information sources available (Zikmund, 1997). The method
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employed in this study should he Oexible enough to investigate all sources of
information that may provide a better understanding of the problem (Zikmund, 1997).
There exists an array of choices surrounding the format of inquiry and analysis
available to the qualitative researcher (i.e. depth/clinical and focused/group interviews)
(Denzin & Lincoln, 1994). Most popular and most commonly used, however, is the
individual, focused, face-to-face interview (Fontana & Frey, 1994; Punch, 1986;
Sampson, 1996).

The focused individual interview is seen as a powerful method as it
encompasses several distinguishing characteristics. Firstly, it enables one to be drawn
into the internal world of an individual and thus capture the experiences the way they
are perceived by that individual (Haley, 1996). Secondly, this form of interview is
designed to encourage open expressions of information from the respondents, which
enables them to more willingly express the beliefs and values inOuencing their
behaviour (Arnould & Wallendorf, 1994; Sampson, 1996). The fundamental
advantages of this technique lie in its ability to obtain a wider range of responses and
to avoid the set procedures inherent in most methods of analysis (Fontana & Frey,

1994). A prima,y reason for this is the ability of the researcher to control the
sequencing and language of the interview which, in part, permits the freedom for
open-ended responses (Sampson, 1996). It is because of the several advantages
explained above that the focused interview was adopted in this study.

In addition to the various forms of interviews available, the format of this
qualitative technique is another factor to consider. The format varies between
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structured and unstructured interviews (Pawson, 1996). The fonner is differentialed
by a sequence of'pre-established questions' with reslricted 'response calegories'
(Fontana & Frey, 1994), while the latter, which this study adopts, is guided by the
interviewer, but with an interview guide to follow, allowing lhe respondent to provide
the content (Holt, 1991). This in tum permits responses to be spontaneous, specific,
personal and self-revealing (Sampson, 1996). Such a fonnat also allows the
interviewer to" 'come down' to the level of the respondent and [engage) in a real
conversation with 'give and take' and empathetic understanding" (Fontana & Frey,
1994, p. 371). It is proposed by Fontana and Frey ( 1994) that by allowing the
researcher such flexibility in a study, it "makes the interview more honest, morally
sound and reliable ... and therefore presents a more 'realistic' picture" (p. 371 ).

One principle issue concerning the use of unstructured, focused interviews is
the freedom which the interviewer is allowed (Sampson, 1996; Denzin &Lincoln,
1994). Unlike the strict and procedural idiosyncrasies of quantitative methods, the
qualitative process does not imply a distinct set of stages. This lack of standardisation
has subjected the comparability between one interview and another to scrutiny and

criticism (Sampson, 1996). Wainwright ( 1991) concurs, proposing to address this
concern by 'reflexive practice'. He defines reflexive practice as the researcher's own
understanding of the research process (Wainwright, 1991 ). Therefore, a conscious
effort has been made in this study to critique the research process and factors involved
in the study so that the research will not be criticised for lhe problem of
standardisation.
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In recognition of the information presented, the use of the focused, individual
interview using a semi-structured format was deemed to be best suited to both the
nature of this study and the phenomenon that was tested. The advantages of using this
format ultimately provided a richer explanation of the emerging results than would
other techniques (Fontana & Frey, 1994).

Data Collection Procedure

As evidenced from the preceding discussion, there are several criticisms of the

use of a semi-structured format of focused interviews. To combat these criticisms
there were several interviewing techniques utilised by the interviewer, including the
aid of an interview guide, which offered some compensation for the weaknesses of
qualitative methodologies. These techniques are discussed below.

Firstly, the apparent iack of direction in a semi-structured interview was an
issue for consideration (Sampson, 1996). In order to minimise this, the direction of the
interview was led by the interviewer. In addition, a systematic effort was made to
discuss topics that were deemed relevant to the study (Johnson, 1990). It should,
however be noted that while the interview was to an extent directed by the interviewer,
respondents were given the autonomy to discuss any issues that they saw relevant to
the interview.
Secondly, to assure some level of consistency regarding the content covered
during the semi-structured, focused interview, a framework of topics was developed
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and used as a guide (see Appendix A). This guide encompassed topics that were
previously discussed in the literature review (i.e., attitudes, consumer behaviour,
relationship marketing, points barriers, multiple participants, etc). It is important to
note that while the guide was used to ensure consistency of content, the order and
timing of the topics discussed was left to the discretion of the interviewer (Brenner,
198Sa; Potter&Mulkay, 1985; Sampson, 1996).

To maximise the procurement of non-forced responses and to decrease the
influences on the data that emerged, questions directed to informants were posed in an
indirect manner (Glaser, 1992). The formatting of questions in the interviews began
with broad non-threatening questions (Wallendorf & Belk, 1989). This permitted
respondents to express their views more freely, while at the same time enabling the
interviewer to guide the direction of their discussion in a less obtrusive manner
(McCraken, 1988; Potter & Mulkay, 1985). When respondents seemed to withdraw or
refrain from discussing certain topics, probing (Sampson, 1996) and reframing
techniques (such as re-wording questions) (Wallendorf & Belk, 1989) were used to
encourage respondents to speak more specifically about issues, thereby eliciting
deeper and more valid responses (Sampson, 1996).

Concentrating on specific events reiterated by respondents provided a richer
and more detailed account of these events and experiences (Thompson, Locander, &
Pollio, 1989). Special attention was also given to 'explanatory passages' (the
explanations of respondents' stories), 'flow paths' (respondents' flow of thinking) and
'answer sequences' (the format in which respondents answered questions) (Glaser &
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Strauss, 1967, p. 305). Investigation of these areas assisted the interviewer in directing
the flow of conversation and questioning, thus enabling respondents to expand on
particular experiences that were relevant to the study. To be sensitive to any problems
respondents may have had in understanding any of the questioning or in understanding
the nature of information presented by the interviewer, the same questions were asked
in a variety of ways (Glaser & Strauss, 1967).

Data Analysis

Data gathered from the 24 interviews was recorded using a dictaphone. Each
interview was recorded on a separate cassette tape and assigned an alphabetical letter
for identification. No interviewee was personally identified. Each interview was then
transcribed into a Word Document for analysis.

In analysing qualitative data, there are two main areas that the qualitative

inquirer used to critique the data. The first was through the verbal accounts of
respondents (Wallendorf & Amould, 1988) and the second, through their non-verbal
behaviour (McCraken, 1988). Statements made by respondents are the result of both
their individual perceptions and emotional states (Dean & Whyte, 1958). It is
postulated that the direct verbal accounts of respondents provide meaning to their
behaviour, allowing emic representations rather than objective accounts (Wallendorf
& Amould, 1988). Several strategies were used to derive meaning from the verbal

accounts of respondents. Firstly, patterns and themes (Huberman & Miles, 1994;
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Glaser & Strauss, 1967) were identified by tabulating responses in a grid formulated
by the researcher. Through analytic induction, the researcher concentrated on several
themes that emerged from the interviews through the use of "question-and-answer
cycles" (Huberman & Miles, 1994, p. 431). In addition, transcripts were reviewed
line-by-line (Haley; 1996), by sentence or by phrase until some form of connection
and meaning developed that was significant to the study (Strauss & Corbin, 1990).

Identified themes were then clustered together to identify any similarities in
responses from which meaning was derived. Information provided by each informant
was continually contrasted to and compared with responses from others to identify any
commonalties, differences or variances between them (Strauss & Corbin, 1990). A
technique referred to as 'counting' (word counts) was used to gauge the strength of
similar repetitive responses made by respondents (Strauss & Corbin, 1990). Amould
and Wallendorf(l994) further suggest searching for overgeneralisations made by
respondents and this technique was used to identify and interpret the broad meanings
behind respondents stories.

The combination of these techniques assisted in the interpretation of results and
in making connections between each interview (Huberman & Miles, 1994).
Furthermore, this enabled the study to build "a logical chain of evidence" (Huberman
& Miles, 1994, p. 432) from which a coherent understanding of the transcripts was

made. A priority that was established throughout the analysis was the identification of
relationships between the attributes of customer loyalty programs and the degree to
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which the components of loyalty results in consumer loyalty to products. Due to the

small sample size, qualitative analysis software (e.g., Nudisst) was not necessary.

Thus far, the strategies discusses have concentrated on the transcripts of
interviews. Whilst these interviews are pertinent and provide insight for the
translation of results, non-verbal behaviour should not be dismissed as it allows for the
exposure of relevant information (McCraken, 1988). This is the second area from
which data was derived. The analysis of non-verbal behaviour has important
implications for the findings. In addition to analysing the presence or absence of
specific information presented by subjects, listening to the "pauses . . . [being]
observant of the stutters, the ah's ... incomplete sentences and slips of the tongue"
(Mostyn, 1985, p. 142) provided meaningful information about the attitudes and
feelings of respondents.

Limitations

The methodological limitations of this study stem primarily from three areas:
bias associated with sampling issues, response bias, and the naturalistic approach of
this research.
Sample size
It is understood that the generalisability of interpretations can be affected by

the small sample size (Lincoln & Guba, 1985; Glaser & Strauss, 1967). However, due
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to the exploratory character of this research, it is argued that such a flaw is typical of
exploratory investigations (BreMer, Brown & Canter; 1985).

Response Bias
There are five fonns of response bias, however, only one fonn applies to this
study- interviewer bias (Zikmund, 1997). This is where the presence of the

interviewer affects a respondent's responses. One reason for interviewer bias is a
resrx>ndent wanting to 'save face' in front of the interviewer or feeling some sensitivity
towards certain issues (BreMer, Brown, & Canter, 1985; Zikmund, 1997). Hence,
responses given are made on the grounds of what is considered to be socially
acceptable rather than of actual truth. In an attempt to minimise the impact of this
issue, respondents were told prior to their interview that any discussion that took place
was strictly confidential. Their identities would not be revealed and only the
researcher and her supervisor would have access to the transcripts.

Another aspect of interviewer bias that could influence responses could be the

actual presence of the interviewer~ for example, one's dress, voice tone, facial
expressions or non-verbal behaviour. In addition, the length of the interview could
also affect findings. If the respondent starts to feel impatient or feels that time is being
wasted, responses given could be abrupt and short with the possibility of limited
thought (BreMer, et al., 1985). To avoid this problem, subjects were advised as to the
length of the interview and were also given the liberty to end the interview if they felt
it necessary.
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Sample bias

Zikmund ( 1997) defines sample bias as when the results of a study have a
tendency to flow in one direction, away from the 'true value' of the population, as a
result of the sampling frame. Due to the qualitative approach employed in this study,
respondent error forms a significant component of the sample bias. For example, a
respondent may unconsciously and/or inadvertently misrepresent or falsify certain
statements, stories or events told. Another form of response bias is unconscious
misrepresentation (Zikmund, 1997). Not all subjects within the sampling frame can be
expected to be competent (Brenner, 1985b). Subjects may misinterpret the question or
statement asked and therefore provide a biased respoase. In addition, while subjects
may be willing to answer or describe certain events or stories, specific details may be

omitted or forgotten which, as a result, affects the validity of findings (Brenner,
1985b; Zikmund, 1997). To counteract this problem, a conscious effort was made to
encourage subjects to expand on events recalled. In addition, respondents were probed
to ascertain whether any uncertainties were present regarding the stories they
reiterated.

Due to the constraints, both time and financial, of a Masters thesis, a nonprobability form of sampling was used. Despite the fact that the sample was
theoretically representative in terms of the information to be gathered, respondents
were selected using a snowball sampling technique. This is where the initial group of
respondents is chosen for a study using a probability method with the additional
respondents then being obtained from information given by the initial respondents
(Zikmund, 1997, p. 430). Another limitation is that the sample was restricted to the
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Perth (Western Australia) metropolitan area only. This may have a biased effect on
results as subjects within the metropolitan area may consume differently and/or have a
different perspective on loyalty programs than those outside the metropolitan area.

Another limitation of this study is that it concentrates only on members of
customer loyalty programs. The views of individuals who are not members of
programs could have a dramatic impact on the results presented, and therefore the
results may be skewed. However, it must be emphasised that this study is only
exploratory and has the intent of identifying the loyalty-building attributes of customer
loyalty programs. To do this, it was necessary to ensure that those individuals
participating in the study had a clear understanding of the operation of these programs
in order to have formed an attitude toward them.
Interpretation ofAnalysis

Thus far, the above limitations have focused on respondents. This is not to say
that the interviewer has no shortcomings. Certainly, the two most obvious limitations
are the interpretation of analysis (Brenner, 1985a) and the subjectivity of
interpretations (Fontana & Frey, 1994). Due to the naturalistic approach used in the
study, explanations by respondents could well be misinterpreted due to the subjective
nature of the analysis. This problem was minimised by the recording of all interviews
to provide a verbatim transcript from which an analysis could result. According to
Brenner (1985a), the interviewing technique of the researcher can also be a limitation
to the study. The way questions are phrased may be viewed as leading or directive
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(Brenner, 1985a). However, attention was paid in this research to attempt to maintain
a neutral position.
Subjectivity

Denzin and Lincoln (1994) contend that interpretations derived by the
researcher are both 'artful' and 'political', and that explanations given by subjects
about their thoughts and behaviour can never be fully established. They propose that
explanations made by subjects are merely 'accounts' or 'stories' of their actions and
that, "no single interpretive truth" (p.14) exists and neither is there a single method
\Wlich can be used to "grasp the subtle variations in ongoing human experience"
(p.12). Scientific studies are laced with 'tacit meaning' and therefore the results from
qualitative work should not be damned for their interpretive dimension (Lindlof,
1995). Indeed, the results of qualitative work are heavily influenced by the
researcher's abilities and perceptions, but the goal is to realise that the aim of a study
is not to produce a standardised set of results (Anderson, 1982). Rather, the goal is to
produce a coherent and illuminating description of the concrete situation in this study
(Wainwright, 1991).

In light of the limitations reviewed above, considerable measures have been
taken to counter the common criticisms directed at the use of the selected method. It is
fundan>ental to understand that the limited generalisations of the findings are made
with the hope that subsequent studies will follow. These findings are therefore not
considered to be conclusive (Zikmund, 1997). It is hoped that the findings from this
research will contribute to a better understanding of the phenomenon under
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investigation, thus representing the study's contribution to knowledge. The
interpretations and results of the study should be considered for their insights into the
customer loyalty program phenomenon and their capability of convincing the reader
(Holt, 1991).
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CHAPTER4

RESULTS

This chapter presents the results of24 interviews conducted for this study. It
briefly discusses the findings from the data and their relevance to the research
question. The interpretations of these findings are discussed in more depth in the next
chapter. This chapter is divided into three sections. The first section deals with
general issues of loyalty and is compared to the issues discussed in the review of
literature. The next section discusses the perceived loyalty-building attributes of
loyalty programs (such as rewards and multiple participants) that are important to
members, as well as the perceived effects of loyalty programs. The final section
focuses on buyer-seller relationships, discussing their perceived function in loyalty
programs and their perceived effects on establishing loyalty.

For the purpose of confidentiality, all respondents were coded alphabetically
(i.e., A - W) and according to gender (M- Male, F - Female) and age. To represent
the direct quotes of respondents used in this chapter, each quote is coded according to
the respondent's assigned codes respectively. The italicised sentences within these
quotes represent questions asked by the researcher.
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SECTION ONE

Definition of a Loyal Consumer

To ascertain a common definition ofa loyal consumer, the interviewer asked
respondents to describe what they perceived to be a loyal consumer based on their
purchase behaviour. By doing this, it was possible to determine whether a consensus
exists among respondents. As illustrated by the replies of respondents shown below, a
recurring theme in the data was that a 'loyal consumer' was characterised by some
form of driving force that led to repeat purchases of the same product and from the

same store.
[A loyal person is] someone who goes back to a shop because
something, whether its service or whether its price or some sort of
consistency about it, makes you want to go back to that shop. (J) M, 22
The replies of respondents in this study suggest that boL~ attitudinal factors and
the behavioural actions of respondents represent loyalty. It is important to note that
according to respondents, attitude is subordinate to an individual's behaviour. That is,
prior to a behavioural action taking place, it is suggested that an attitude must first be
developed in order for a behavioural action to occur. Respondent J illustrated this in
the quote above.

Another two recurring themes that helped define a loyal consumer was, firstly,
the continual consumption of specific products, irrespective of competitor actions,
substitutes and price.
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A loyal consumer is a person who will try every way of patronising [a
particular product/store], as long as he can see it's not going to be
excessively detrimental to do so. If I find something a little more
expensive somewhere else I will still buy there, I won't let the small
variation affect my decisions. (T) M, 55
The second theme is that an individual should be an advocate of that
product/service to be a loyal consumer:
A truly loyal consumer would have to be someone who continues to
purchase that product and then becomes an advocate of that product.
(C)M,37
From the data obtained, it appears that a loyal consumer is perceived to be one
wbose decision processes are affected by some attitudinal driver such as preference,

lilcing or satisfaction. This attitude is in tum exhibited as a behaviour through the
purchase of the same product from the same store. In addition, this display of
behaviour should occur irrespective of the efforts of competitors or marketers, and
these loyal consumers are more likely to be advocates of that product. Hence, from
the data, it would appear that measures of the effects of customer loyalty programs
should include both attitudinal and behavioural approaches in order to incorporate the
effects of both perspectives.

Loyalty and Habit

Despite the finding that repeat purchases are perceived by respondents to be an
indication of loyalty, and the fact that the literature supports these findings, it has been
cautioned by authors such as Mitchell (1994) that the implication of these findings
may be a misrepresentation of loyalty (Fournier & Yao, 1997). In other words,
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measures that assume to be evaluating loyalty may well not be mcosurir.g loyalty per
se. Rather, other factors (for example, no other alternatives or no stock) that may
influence consumers to purchase a certain product could be represented as loyalty.
This point is illustrated by the following quote:
I think that they are two completely different things [repeat purchase
and loyalty], ... I think that you can go and use a product, you can use
it over and over again ... because ... it is a very good product. But ...
maybe you are just using that product because it's either the best or the
least best one ... You're not completely satisfied but there is no better.
(HJ M, 28
Factors such as convenience and laziness as well as habit-fonning clements
such as comfort zones, could be attributable more to habit than to loyalty (sec
Mitchell, 1994). Such factors would have a detrimental effect on the measures of the
effectiveness ofloyalty programs.
Where's the difference, the distinction between habit and loyalty?
There probably isn't any ... if you keep going back to a place because
you are habitual then that is a loyalty. (I) F, 22

I don't know ifrm loyal or ... do my shopping which makes me appear
loyal because I keep going back to the same places. It's probably more
habitual. (Kl F, 20
Although there are factors, such as convenience, that create a fine line between
loyalty and habit, perhaps another perspective on the distinction between the two
concepts is that loyalty can be said to breed habit or vice-versa. This viewpoint was
expressed by a majority of the sample members. Therefore, repeat purchases could be
indicative of the act of loyalty which, over time, can develop into a habit.
Going back to these stores to repeatedly buy or purchase certain
products doesn't mean that you're really loyal, it might be a habit. That
breeds loyalty. You go there because you're satisfied, because you
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know it's going to be there, then you're being loyal to that company (K)
F,20
Loyalty is definitely more of a habit. As you grow older you become
more habit forming. Even as young as you are l don't think you like
change. You don't like change because what you have you like, you
just you're not sure of what you're going to get so you're quite happy
with what you've got, so it is habitual, it is habit forming, there is no
question about it. Loyalty creates habit. (T) M, 55

From the above responses, it would appear that loyalty and habit are closely
associated with one another in the minds of the respondents. According to
respondents, the expression ofloyalty through the continual purchase of the same
product from the same store may lead to habitual behaviour. The responses also
indicate that attitudinal factcrs such as satisfaction act as a stimulus to influence

loyalty behaviour. This indicates the importance of the integration and understanding
of both attitudinal and behavioural measures to the study ofloyalty.

Loyalty and Commitment

The need to distinguish between loyalty and commitment was highlighted in
Chapter 2. It was demonstrated that commitment could be misrepresented for loyalty,
which as a result can affect measures ofloyalty (Palmer, l 995). The importance of
distinguishing between the two concepts lies in whether respondents see loyalty and
commitment as one and the same.

The recognition that commitment plays a fundamental role in the development
of loyalty is supported in the literature (see DuPont, 1998; Palmer & Bejou, l 994;
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Shani & Sujana, 1992; Morgan & Hunt, 1994 ). According to program members,
commitment comes into the process ofloyalty, however, not in the way suggested in
the literature. Results indicated that many respondents felt that commitment did not
equate with loyalty as such, rather, commitment evolves from the components of
loyalty.
I think that loyalty generally comes as a result of the product whereas
commitment comes as a matter of relationships. The products and
services are the things that lead to good loyalty, those are the things
that drag you in and keep you consuming from that place. But the
relationships that you build, or the organisation builds with you is the
thing that builds the commitment, and that is something that builds over
time. It is not something that occurs instantly. (E) M, 26
Subjects who believed that commitment and loyalty are similar based their
understanding on the assumption that they discussed these concepts within the same
context, that is, the shopping experiences and repeat purchases of consumers.
I think commitment and loyalty are all on the same line. You're
committed each week to go and get that, then that is ... making you
loyal as well. (G) F, 48
Loyalty Programs and Promotions

In addition to the need to distinguish between loyalty and other concepts such

as habit and commitment, there is also a need to establish whether customer loyalty
programs and promotions are perceived by respondents to be the same. There is
skepticism among academics and practitioners as to whether loyalty programs and
promotions have different roles and different effects. On the one hand, some have
voiced the opinion that the effect of a loyalty program is similar to that of long term
promotions (Croft, 1995; Mitchell, 1994). That is, such programs are characterized by
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a one-off and temporary nature, such as special bonuses and price discounts. On the
other hand, several researchers contend that the marked difference between loyalty
programs and promotions is that loyalty programs are long-term in nature (Rossiter &
Percy, 1997; Sharp & Sharp, 1997; Dowling & Uncles, 1997; Uncles, 1997). Thus
there is a belief that there is a 'cause and effect' on consumers behaviour in the Jong1

term that also sets loyalty programs apart from promotions (Rossiter & Percy, 1997).

The data from the study, however, showed a lack of consensus. Some
respondents could distinguish between a loyalty program and a promotion based on
their belief that loyalty programs are long-term in nature.
I think a loyalty program is an ongoing thing, trying to repeat, a
continuous thing, whereas a promotion is for a quick burst of consumer,
activity (I) F, 22
I think that they're distinctly different. Promotions are ... promoting
something to people that they don't know, to the general public and I
get the feeling that rightly or wrongly, that ... loyalty programs ... is
almost a more personal thing. (L) M, 62
Other respondents who considered promotions and loyalty programs to be the
same based their decisions on the lack of personalisation of information received.
Respondents indicated that the similarity was based on the fact that they perceived an
organisation's interest was purely profit-seeking and that loyalty programs acted as a
form of advertising for products that are linked to these programs.
I think they're about the same thing because they just encourage you to
spend more at a particular place. (N) F, 19
In order to maintain a consistency within this study and in an attempt to reduce
any mi.understanding concerning measures of loyalty, it was important that an
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understanding was reached regarding the several issues discussed above. Primarily,
the objective of the preceding information was to clarify and establish whether
respondents of this study shared similar views regarding these issues. It appears that
while respondents agreed on the definition of a loyal consumer and that loyalty differs
from commitmen~ there was a lack of consensus concerning loyalty and habit and
loyalty and promotions.

SECTION2

The next section explores the loyalty-building attributes of customer loyalty
programs based on consumers' perceptions. In particular, it presents the advantages
and disadvantages of specific attributes of programs as program members perceive
them.

Attraction to Loyalty Programs

From the results of the study, the attraction to loyalty programs appeared to be
initially based on the ease of the attainment of rewards and the ease of use of loyalty
programs. Consumers felt that the ability to be rewarded for their normal daily
purchasing behaviour, seemed attractive. Furthermore, if consumers were already
heavy users of the stores or products affiliated with these programs, this was perceived
to be an additional bonus.
I know I've got to spend the money, so you may as well spend it and
get some benefit out of it. (T) M, SS
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The hope of having rewards for purchasing various products or in
various shops ... I'm shopping there generally anyway so ... I might as
well get the points. (M) F, 55
I saw the brochure and had a look through it and [they are] all the
places I [shop at] so I thought I would make the most of it and see how

Igo. (D)F, 22
According to the respondents, the little effort required to accumulate points
may have contributed to the popularity of these programs. The fact that consumers
only had to swipe a card appealed to respondents.
The fru:t that I really didn't have to do anything except display the card
when I was making a purchase. (I) F, 22
There's no particular effort that you have to put in to achieve what
they're trying to get you to achieve. (T) M, 55
Other associated reasons included free membership and family association.
The latter is where several members of the family can participate in the one
membership to accumulate points.
It was free. (I) F, 22

I was ... influenced because my old man was ... under the same
program and I was ... under his as well. (X) M, 23
The results also revealed that another reason for the attraction to loyalty
programs was related to the dual operation ofloyalty programs.
I like the fact that you get the dual system where you get points for the
dollars purchased through the Visa which you also get points for the
amount of kilometers travelled with Qantas. (R) M, 26
Here Respondent R refers to the ability of members who are able to 'link' two
programs or more together (e.g., Visa card and Qantas Frequent Flyer) to accumulate
points. Not only coulrl this provide an advantage to program members by
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accumulating points more rapidly, but it may also aid in building stronger connections
and relationships between the organisations and their members.
From the perspective of younger respondents, the primary source of
attraction to loyalty programs appears to be the ownership of a membership card.
Looking at my wallet there are lots of cards now. (N) F, 19
Well I like having another card in my wallet (K) F, 20
Following these examples, it may be proposed that the allure of loyalty
programs is based primarily on consumers being rewarded for their existing purchase
behaviour. It is apparent that the initial objective of respondents of this study is not to
provide loyalty to products or organisations, but merely to reap the rewards offered.
However, this is not to say that customer loyalty programs do not encourage loyalty.
The fact that many respondents already patronised the shops affiliated with certain
programs supports the possibility that the acquisition and maintenance of consumers'
repeat purchases would lead to a more long-term relationship that could result in
loyalty. Conversely, if these rewards are the sole attraction to loyalty programs, then
consumers may be susceptible to competitors who offer greater rewards. This issue is
discussed later.
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Dislikes of Loyalty Programs

From the opposite angle, the factors which respondents dislike most about
loyalty programs appear to be: (a) a lack of understanding of certain programs, (b) the
structure of the rewards and, (c) the rewards offered by some programs.
Understanding ofprograms

One of the contributing factors found in this study that may lead to negative
attitudes towards loyalty programs is the lack of understanding of the operation of
some programs.
It's just difficult to understand, difficult to get rewarded ... you don't
pay any attention to it. The Ansell one, it's got some complicated
calculation where it's four becomes one, one becomes whatever.
Qantas Telstra card is a bit more complex because four points equates
to one mile. (C) M, 37
These results suggest that the lack of understanding may be one of the reasons
why program members are not motivated to continue with their membership.
Time and Points Barrier
As discussed in chapter 2, time and points barriers are barriers implemented in

most loyalty programs that affect the structure of rewards. While most respondents
were unaware of these technical definitions, they made reference to these barriers
during their interviews. Hence, these barriers appear to be an important component of
customer loyalty programs to respondents.
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The main concern relating to barriers appears to be their function within
loyalty programs. Respondents indicated that the relationship between the points and
time barriers is unfair. That is, the respondents perceived that the time taken to
accumulate the requisite number of points to attain a reward was too short.
.. . it takes so long to get to the rewards to actually benefit from
collecting the points. Three years doesn't seem long enough to collect
that many points. (F) F, 23
If you didn't use it up, after a while it gets deducted automatically, so 1

think that is a bit unfair when you can~ really redeem your points until
you have a certain number of points, so you can't really accumulate if it
they keep deducting it all the time. (P) M, 26
Despite the dissatisfaction voiced by many respondents, it was recognised by
others, because of the liability faced by organisations due to the value of unclaimed
rewards, organisations were justified in implementing such barriers to cover their
costs.
I think it's two-fold. As a consumer, you got to get your ass kicked .
.. . we're going to reward you so they expect you to play by the
rules, so ... that has a bearing on one's thinking. If you're a retailer or a
manufacturer, the idea is to get a contingent liability in your balance
sheet and you've got to work at some way to edging people along to use
the points as briskly as they possibly can. (C) M, 37
This viewpoint is in line with the function of these barriers that is to (i)
encourage members to spend more in a single purchase, and (ii) convert the points
accumulated at an earlier stage before expiry.

In conclusion, from the general statements of respondents, it appears that
program members may like to see a change in the reward structure, in particular the
relationship between the time and p<iints barrier. In order to see a change in the
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structure of these barriers, it is likely that the value of rewards offered by programs
would need to decrease proportionally as the time and/or points barrier is reduced.

Rewards

There are several issues associated with rewards. They are the attainability of
rewards, the perception of the rewards offered by competing programs (small versus
larger rewards), and the structure of rewards (delayed versus instantaneous and direct
versus indirect structure). An important point to note is that although each issue is
discussed individually, they are closely related to one another.
Attainability

Firstly, the attainability of rewards as perceived by consumers is closely
connected with both the time and points barriers. A majority of respondents preferred
having a lower points barrier in order to accumulate points and obtain rewards more
quickly and easily. To achieve this, respondents recognised that the demand for a
lower points barrier would mean having to forego larger rewards for rewards of a
lower monetary value. Despite this acknowledgement, some respondents also
recognised that certain members may prefer larger (value) rewards as opposed to
smaller rewards. These respondents further suggested that a program that offered
greater flexibility including an option for smaller rewards in their structure would
better cater to these needs.
I'd give people the option of being able to gr.t something, it doesn't
have to be n trip, but something small ... at least they're being
recognised. (K) F, 20
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[TheyJshould have different levels .. . if you're prepared to say I'm
going to fly with you for the next ten years or something, you enter into
a contract ... and then you have a longer, a less steeper, declining drop
off in points. (H) M, 28
The results further suggested that a program that offered the flexibility to
choose between smaller or larger rewards may have a motivational effect on members
which in turn could induce behavioural changes.
It's much more attainable that people would think it's more
encouraging, ... you can't ... go shopping thinking I'll never get it.
Instead you'll be thinking ... maybe." (N) F, 19
Even for smaller stuff, even like a cup or something, at least it's
something, it entices people to go out and spend more money basically.
Gives people a reason to go and get extra points or to build up their
points. It gives them an excuse to go back to the same place again. (P)
M,26

Perception

While some respondents indicated they had a relatively positive perception of
the rewards provided by their program, others who held negative attitudes attributed
this to the perception that rewards were unattainable due to the high points barriers
implemented in their programs.
I mean it's a joke because the only benefit that I have taken from Fly
Buys is $100 shopping voucher and that too when I calculated it
backwards is worth $10,000 in shopping money. If you added all that
up, you'll be amazed because the prizes that you get ... and the amount
of money extra you've paid, you may as well have paid for it yourself.
(W)M, 52
The fact that the sample was restricted to one state (W.A.) may have also
added to the disparaging views of rewards. As the following statements \\ill illuslrale,
many respondents felt that the rew11rds offered lo people in Perth are relatively
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restrictive and unfair. Being isolated from other States means that the rewards are less
achievable because of the geographical barrier. In addition, some respondents also
commented that due to our geographical barrier, Western Australians tend to miss out
on certain events that could be included as rewards (e.g., musical shows). As a result,
this may have precluded a positive perception of rewards.
It's turned out to be quite hard to collect enough points to get very far,
especially living in Perth. It is hard to get flights anywhere because
Perth is so far out and we have to accumulate a lot more points than
anywhere else. (F) F, 23
Structure

The structure of rewards in loyalty programs is an important aspect that was
raised frequently by respondents. To reiterate what was discussed in Chapter 2, the
structure of rewards within most customer loyalty programs can be described and
represented in the form of a tree. There are two attributes of rewards - (i) timing of
rewards and (ii) value proposition of rewards. Each attribute is divided into two
sub-attributes. Firstly, the timing of rewards can either 1 e m'.1ant or delayed.
Secondly, the value proposition of rewards can either l" .· ·ct or indirect. For a
further explanation of these attributes., refer to Chapter 2.

Instant rewards

A majority of respondents indicated that instant rewards were preferred to
rewards that are delayed. According to the data, instant rewards mean that consumers
could better make the association between the reward received nnd the purchnse thnt

was undertaken to earn that reward. This in affect, was also perceived by program
members sampled as a sisn of recognition and gmlitudc by organisations for the
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Hence, results suggest that if the level of involvement ofa purchase is high,
price may then become a secondary factor because of all the other perceived benefits
that the consumer is willing to pay for. If, on the other hand, the level of involvement
is low, then price may play a primary role according to the cost disadvantage
consumers perceive. According to program members sampled, if the price of a
product and the level of involvement of purchasing that product are high, then the fact
that the product is affiliated with a member's loyalty program becomes a minor issue.
Therefore, price and the level of involvement of a purchase appear to be important
determinants in the purchase of products associated with loyalty programs.

The second theme that emerged from discussions with respondents relating to
price is that price may become s,,condary when associated with elements such as the
service received, the quality of products and the development of relationships over
time.
I'll contiime to buy through Fineleys Menswear regardless of what
Roger Davies or Worths ... specials are. Because I know the people at
Fineleys and I'm happy to deal with them and I know that if l buy it
from them, I know it is a suit of the highest quality that they can
possible get their hands on, regardless of price. That to me is more
valuable. (E) M, 26
This finding suggests that organsiations which offer highly priced goods or
services and are associated with a loyalty program should promote the additional
advantages that a member receives from their program in order to deflect from the
emphasis of high prices.
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conscious efforts of members in purchasing program-affiliated products. This is
further discussed in the next section.
I think that at the end of the day ... responses to actions need to be
largely immediate or need to be soon after, to be able to link it to the
actual action itself. (E) M, 26
Respondents also indicated that the link between a purchase and the reward for
that behaviour also acts as a motivational tool. The ability to identify the direct link
between a purchase and the reward for that purchase was described by program
members as a positive and emotional rush.
The links need to be very tight in terms of the category of prize to what
the purchase was, or perceived value. For example Qantas, I can't take
that extra trip because I've run out of annual leave, but it's still an
immediate buzz because I know I've got a ticket to anywhere that l
want ... so ... the link has to be really tight or it could be dissociated
but it has to be an immediate emotional positive surge. (S) F, 36
You immediately identify, I've gone to Europe, I did that number of
kilometers therefore I get a free trip to Melbourne. l could identify
before I took the trip how easy it was to get that free trip it was like a
real immediate hit of pleasure. (S) F, 36

Gratitude and Recognition

While the preceding topic indicated that the ability to link a reward to a
purchase acted as a sign gratitude and recognition, the appeal of instantaneous rewards

was also perceived by respondents to be related to the desire of members wanting to be
recognised and shown gratitude for their conscious effort in purchasing products
affiliated with loyalty programs. It appeared that respondents believed that one of the
only ways by which organisations arc able to show gratitude and recognition to
members for their behavioural efforts is in the form of rewards.
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I would prefer if you were instantaneously rewarded because it's
instant gratification. (B) F, 30
I would say that the average consumer would [feel) pretty good iflhcy
received some sort of reward after a purchase. (I;) M, 26
I feel that by being rewarded is a way o company recognises that I make the
effort to buy products that are associated with my loyalty program. (MJ F. H
Some respondents further suggested that gratitude and rL"Cogniuon shl'""
through some form of personalised vehicle would hove just the some effect as a
tangible form of reward. The fact that recognition has been demonstrated by un
organisation is the key.
A personal phone call or email saying I noticed that you new business elm
from Perth to Sydney again with us. Just sending on email to soy thanks ,cry
much and good lo see you continuing flying through Ansell, would lco,c me
with a good feeling about flying with them again.

Delayed Rewards
While a majority of respondents expressed the idea that an msionlaneou,.
structure of rewards would be preferred, ii cannot be said that rcspond.:nts do oot \lluc
delayed rewards.
Depends Gn what category [type of program it is). Like some program<
you expect 10 gel instantaneous rewards and other [programs) you'd
[be] happy to shop towards a goal (delayed rewards) (t') M, J7
The general consensus regarding nn instantaneous structure"' opposed to a
delayed structure of rewards \\11>, according 10 the results. dcprndanl upon 111<
objective of members joining a loy·nhy prui;rnm !'or c\Omplc, tho<c mcmb<r, ""''
prefer a delayed structure of rewards held the belief that 111< ,aluc of' thnc tC\\ard,
would be higher. In other word,, bigger ,, heller'
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In my case I prefer going for things longer term ... I can see the value in
that. (T} M, M, 55
Other respondents associated their preference for delayed rewards based on the
relevance of the rewards to their lifestyle.
If! wanted fancy things around the house or different types of mobile
phones ... I could probably get that, [but) it doesn't interest me ... l'm
hoping to catch the bigger fish at some stage. (R) M, 26
A general consensus that emerged from the data is that most respondents who
preferred a delayed structure rationalised this view primarily by what they felt was an
equal balance between the perceived value of rewards offered and the amount of
money sp.:st to obtain those rewards. However, it was apparent that members sampled
would rather be given the 'option' to choose between the two structures.

The thing I suppose is choice, for people who don't spend that much or
.. can\ really afford to spend that much money, will probably have to
wait a very long time before they see a flight. But if they really want
the holiday, then at least it gives them a choice. But right now you've
got to wait for it to build up. (P) M, 26
The fundamental idea that emerged from the discussion on this topic is that
loyalty programs may try to cater to different segments of consumers by ,mplementmg
different levels within a program. While respondents indicate their desire for a more
flexible program, it is important to note that there are currently programs that have
implemented such a structure (e.g., the Qantas Frequent Flyer program).
A big percentage ... of the population in Australia are the ordinary
mums and dads below executive level, and there's also a very large
population of baby boomers, and you have a very limited percentage of
the population that can really afford to spend that kind of money that
you are looking at. And this is why I ... still maintain the fact that
loyalty programs should include ... linle household items like kettles.
iron. (W) M, 52
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It seems that a majority of respondents associated their demographics (for
'

example, their average householc income) with the inability to obtain rewards. By
having flexibility in the structure of reward programs, an organisation could allow
members to feel that rewards are more achievable.
Direct value proposition

The direct value proposition of rewards refers to the extent to which the
rewards support a product. It is suggested by Dowling and Uncles ( 1997) that a
reward that directly supports the value proposition of an orgonisation's product, better
supports the objective of customer loyalty programs and the image of the organisation.
Let's look at the airfare example. I would expect an award for a large
amount of airfare consumption. The reward should be some son of
airfare benefit or travel benefit whether it be accommodation or car hire
or an airfare upgrade or an airfare outright or whalever. Jt needs to be
travel related. (E) M, 26
I'm a club member for Mills Records ... if I buy 10 CD's, I get a free
one. So in that respect if I was going to buy any CD's I would tend to
go to Mills and buy my CD's so that I do get a free one eventually. But
with Coles because there are so many companies .. they can't really
get people to be loyal. (F) F, 23

Furthennore. the direct value proposition of rewards also creates a spin-off
effect whereby it has a behavioural impact on consumers by encouraging them to link
their own purchases to gain more benefits.
I'd buy my Qantas tickets and I get points for actually buying the ticket,
I get points for the amount of kilometers travelled and ifl chose the
right hotel over there I'd get points for that as well. (R) M. 26
Indirect value proposition

According to the data. it seemed that the primary advantage an indirect value
proposition of rewards would offer is an easier way of accumulating points.
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It is better as a consumer because you have a wide variety to choose

from .... and you gather more points faster. (W) M, 52
However, the indirect value proposition of rewards may defeat the goal of
loyalty programs, as it would hinder the effect of creating loyalty, that is, loyalty to
that one organisation because consumers could not link the reward to their effort or to

the purchase made. Rewards that are indirectly related to the organisation and loyalty
program may lose the impact of immediate recognition and gratitude that, irom the
data, may have an impact on consumers.

From the information gathered, it appears that implementing programs where
the reward value proposition is directly linked to an organisation would better support
the objective of loyalty programs. By linking the rewards to the organisation that
provides them, it appears that members could better associate immediate gratitude and
recognition for their conscious efforts. This in tum could create both a positive

mutivational effect that may be lacking in some programs.

On the whole. while rewards act as an initial incentive to acquire and retain the

repeat purchases of consumers. they also appear to represent monetary value and are a

symbol of value in tenns of recognition and gratitude. The efficiency and success of a
loyalty program, according to program members, relies heavily on its reward structure
The overall consensus among respondents affirms that flexibility, by the provision of
an option between an instant and/or delayed structure of rewards may assist in the
development of a successful program. In addition, rewards that have a direct link to
the value proposition of an organisation may further assist in achieving the objecti\'e
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of gaining long tenn loyalty. By implementing such a structure, organisations may not
only encourage consumers to believe that rewards were more achiovable, but
consumers might also place a higher value on the reward which, in tum, may induce
some level of loyalty.

Multiple Participants

According to the data, a primary reason why members favoureJ multiple
participant programs was based on the pre-r.onceived belief that multiple participants

assisted in the acceleration of points accumulation.
I prefer it being multiple participants for me because it means I can gel
more points at more places. (HJ M, 28
There are more ways of accruing points so you can probably reach your
goal a bit quicker. (JJ M, 22
The crucial issue for marketers concerning the structure of multiple participant

programs is whether such a structure supports the goal of gaining loyalty or whether it
obstructs it There are varying views offered by respondents that shed some light on
this issue. For those respondents who felt that multiple participant programs assisted
in gaining loyalty, their decision was based on the understanding that consumer loyalty
would be established with more than one organisation.
I don~ think you're being less loyal, I think that they're creating
opportunities for you to be more loyal becaure you can go and use it
anywhere. Whereas with Shell, you're restricted to going to one spot
and that might put you off (BJ F, 30
You do achieve loyalty. To give you an indication, rve got a Fly Buys.
as I collected with Shell and I don't know whether it's just my
imagination but I always stop at the Shell station .... very seldom
would you see me put petrol in otb<,r than a Shell station. (T) M, 55
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Despite the above statements, the role of multiple participants is clouded
because it can lead to misinterpretations of loyalty. As the following example
illustrates, the structure of multiple participant programs allows members the freedom
to purchase any brand from within the program.
You won't be loyal to one store in particular ... you are being loyal to
that company in that respect but not in terms of being Joyal to a certain
department store. (F) F, 23

In addition, some respondents indicated that multiple participant programs
obstructed the aim of customer loyalty programs in that such a structure builds loyalty
to a program rather than to a product (brand).
You are not becoming loyal to shopping, you are becoming loyal to a
program and the only reason you are going to these shops ... is because
of the program. If you take away the program, you don't have the
loyalty to the shops. (J) M, 22
From the above responses, it appears that the role of multiple participant
programs could adversely affect the outcome of loyalty programs. While some
respondents indicated that they favoured such a structure. it appears that this is
primarily attributed to the ability of accumulating points at a faster rate The data
suggest I.hat while multiple participant programs may establish some form of loyalty.
such loyalty was thought to be directed towards the loyalty program rather than to a
product/brand.
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Price

During the study, two themes emerged on the topic of price and its affects on
loyalty programs. The first is cost disadvantage and the second, secondary placement.
A cost disadvantage is where consumers will only purchase a product that is affiliated
with a loyalty program, provided that the price of that product is within the perceived
acceptable price range designated by consumers. In other words, if the price of a
product is outside a member's predetermined parameters, the purchase will not occur
However, if the price is acceptable the member will choose that brand that is affiliated
with their program.
rm not going to drive to Mobil at 70c per litre rather than Shell down
the road at 67c, but if the prices are similar I'm going to go to .. Mobil
... because I know I'm going to get extra points. ff Qantas pissed me off
tomorrow or if Qantas' prices went up 20%, then the loyalty program
goes out the window because I want to travel Y.ith a ... range of
services at a given price. If (the price is) going to be more than Ansen
then I don't want frequent flyer points an)more (because) I can get
them for nothing (from Ansett) (A) M, 32

Accmding to respondents. another factor that influences a purchase of a

program affiliated produc~ asweff as price. is the level of im·olvement of that
purchase.
If the prodw:t is a high ticket item and ,s a specific product and a
specific brand that I really want and ! can't buy it ,.;th my Visa.
I
[\\Ollld) purchase it regardless of!ia,ing a IO)'llty program \\ith my
Visa But if it was a low ticket item I would cenainly Just look at the
other brand and see what the differences were and if there \\11S11°t really
any difference or if the price y.asn't an issue. I would just go forthe
one that I ""°Id get points with. (B) F. 30
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Service and Quality

An unexpected finding that emerged from the study was that program members
continuously mentioned the subjects of scrvic.e and quality. Whether the two attributes
were discussed in reference to relationships or to the allraclion of loyalty programs, 11

was found that service and quality were perceived by members sampled to assist in the
development ofloyalty. Respondents proclaimed that without service and quality,
long-term loyalty would not be achieved. They maintained that the two attributes had
to be established from the initial JM)int of contact and sustained throughout the
development of a relationship.

If you saw quality and service ... being driven throughout the whole
time ... it would heavily influence your behaviour in tenns of ..
loyalty. (M), F, 55

Brand Swit<hing

Another significant finding from the data was the respondents' belief that
loyalty programs acted as a defense mechanism to discour•ge consumers from
swapping across products/services. According to the data. loyalty programs arc
percieved to do this in two ways. Firstly. the loyalty program itself acts as a high
switching cost through the perceived value of rewards and the accumulauon of pomts
You're hooked ijn_ Once you've got it and you see that )·ou're going for
a goal and you're fairly goal orientated and it's a trip to London . then
I'm just working towards something and rm using my Visa and the
points are a consequence of using the Visa. (U) F. 41
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Secondly, members were less inclined to switch across brands because they
were ablt to link two or more loyalty programs together (e.g., Qantas Frequent Flyer
and American Express Credit Card). By linking several loyalty programs together,
program members would more likely be innuenced to purchase products or utilise
services that were part of a loyalty program than non-program products/services. This
could be explained by the ability to accumulate points at a more rapid rate from a
combination of programs than by accumulating points from just one program.
Funhermore, such an effect, according to respondents' statements, would funher
solidify their memberships.
We use Ansell as an airline ... you have the benefit of having
purchased the ticket using Diners ... and you get all the benefits (L)
M,62
From the above statements, it may be suggested that by implementing
strategies which act as a switching cost, organisations give consumers a reason to stay,
and lock that consumer into some form of relationship Over time. this relationship

may assist in inducing some level of loyalty through the program

In conclusion, the respondents' statements suggest that pnce can become a
secondary issue when associaled with other external cues. This may further suggest

that for a program to achieve its objectives and to deflect program members' focus on
price, that organisations affiliated with loyalty programs should try to concentrate on
components such as service, quality and value. Funhermore. the results also propose
that price could become of secondary imponance when associated v.ith the
antecedents of relationships (discussed in the next section).
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SECTIONJ

'

Relationship Marketing

The notion of relationship marketing as presented in the second chapter is
thought by marketers and academics to have a significant impact on a loyalty
program's success as it provides a useful insight into the brand loyalty notion. In this
study, respondents believed relationships to be a leading factor in the development of
loyalty. There were several major themes that emerged concerning relationships and
their role in the dewlopment ofloyalty- (i) relationships give members reason to
return, (ii) relationships signified a voluntary two-way relationship and (iii)

relationships have a relaxant effect on purchase situations. Each of these themes

IS

discussed below.

One of the major themes that emerged from the discussion on relationships IS
that they gave respondents a 'reason to go back' and a 'reason to bu,ld loyalty'
I think it's very imponant .. . I know that I get a lot of customers
coming back to me because I talk to them aod I am friendly and my
service is good, so I think that's very very important in creating loyal~(f) F, 23
There are prerequisites before you get to loyalty. I think that there IS a
... tick list and [there) has to be a various number of them in a positive
mode for there to be a relationship. (S) F, 36
Respondents also indicated that relationships signified ao organisation's efTon
10 make consumers

feel that they were more thao just profit. Creating relationships
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with an organisation through the use of loyalty programs took away the 'greed' aspect
which respondents commonly associate with organisations. As a result, this
encourages repeat purchases by program members.
I think for most people who are part of the system, they want to feel
more than just number dollars and cents. (H) M, 28
Chapter 2 identified that relationships played an important role as consumers
found them to have a 'relaxing' effect on their buying situations. In other words,
consumers felt more at ease at point of purchase. As a result of this effect, consumers
became immune to the marketing efforts of competitors and their buying alternatives
were simplified. Therefore, by building relationships through the use of customer
loyalty programs, organisations may create an immunity effect. While this relaxant
effect was evident in the results, it emerged in an indirect manner. Much of this effect

was displayed through the discussion of the relevant components that lead to the
development of relationships. These components were: (i) satisfaction, (ii) trust. (iii)
communication, and (iv) value, all of which were previously discussed.
Satisfaction

A consensus among respondents was that satisfaction \\o'BS seen as an initial
stimulant to the development of relationships.
It's a build-up to loyalty. If you can make the customer satisfied then
you will be starting the relationship to loyalty. (f) F, 23
Although it is perceived to be the initial component needed to establish any
form of link between the consumer and an organisatiorvbrand, many respondents also
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indicated that satisfaction was a component that should continue throughout the
development and maintenance of a relationship.
It has to continue on ... even after the bond and the trust is built. (P) M,
26

Satisfaction came in various fonns for respondents. The most prominent form

of satisfaction appears to be developed through product attributes and service.
According to some respondents. if continual satisfaction is provided by service and

product attributes, this will lead to the beginnings of a relationship.
Satisfaction ... builds in with [the] service that you get and also the
products. (P) M. 26
Aside from satisfaction derived through product attributes and service, as
mentioned in Chapter 2, researchers have suggested that there is a direct relationship
between satisfaction and loyalty (Dick & Basu, 1994 ). This 1s supponed by the
results.

If you have loyalty with somebody and you have a lot of satisfaction
then ... that would strengthen your loyalty. (L) M. 62
In summation. it would appear that a relationship may exist between
satisfaction and loyalty. If components such as price, service and aspects of product
attributes are continually met. it can also be proposed that this would lead to the
establishment of a relationship.

Trust
Trust, according to a majority of the respondents, develops from satisfaction
and is the next component leading to the establishment of relationships. The
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importance of identifying the ways in which trust is developed is that loyalty programs
can detennine which is the best technique to develop trust in an efficient manner.
From the data collected, it is apparent that the development of trust occurs in a variety
of ways as demonstrated below. The most prevalent, however. was trust in the sense
of meeting expectations on a continual basis.

You have to trust the product that you're buying, that ... you're getting
what you've paid for. So it is an element of trust because whenever you
purchase something, you ... presume that it is ok, and that Iit's] what
[it] says it is. (I) F, 22
Honesty was the next most important factor that respondents associated with
trust.

They indicated that honesty, or perceived honesty, between the consumer and

the service provider would strengthen the deveiopment of trust.
If you think that someone is just giving a pitch because they want to

sell you something rather \han someone giving you a pitch because they
really want to help you ... if you lose that trust in what they're saying,
you won~ go hack there. (F) F, 23
The final factor that respondents indicated led to trust was through the
provision of service. Service, as will be discussed in more depth later m this chapter,
assists the development of trust by continuously meeting the service satisfaction of
consumers.

Trust isn't something that Just happens. Something where I trusted a
business ... would come after things like value and satisfaction that I
thought I got from the product and from the service. (X) M. 23
Communication

Erickson (1991) identified that the use of communication is an important
technique for researchers and practioners when trying to bridge the gap between a
consumer and an organisation. According to the responses of program members
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interviewed, relationships between members of a program and an organisation thrive
on the ability of communication to inform and increase the perceived value of a
program to members. It appears that this buyer-seller relationship may be enhanced
through the provision of timely information that enables members to make informed

decisions.

In spite of some of the negative attitudes towards the attainment of rewards
described earlier, the level of interest shown by respondents in a program's
communications was relatively high.
That son of information is pretty imponant because people are actually
interested in how they can actually spend those points or use those
points. (M) F, 55
Communication is pretty important because if you don't do mail outs
and inform people of the rewards you're offering or cenain specials that
you have, no one is going to know. (P) M, 26

According to the respondents it appears that communication affects loyalty

programs in four ways - (i) communication is seen as a technique to help consumers
make informed decisions, (ii) it assists in the process of generating top of mind recall
for particular brands or stores associated with loyalty programs, (iii) communication
may alter the behaviour of program members, and (iv) communication plays a
signifiCMt role in tbe development of relationships between a program member and an
organisation. These are individually discussed below. The last effect (communication
and relationships) will be discussed later in this section.
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The results revealed that the role of communication in helping consumers make
informed decisions appeared to be valued the most by respondents. There are two
reasons for this. Firstly, communication helps consumers by informing them of their
position within the program and secondly, it informs members of the special offers and
bonuses provided by their program within a specific period of time.
I think it's very important because you want to know where you stand
with these organisations that you're being loyal to. (T) M, 55

To know what time is what ... l bought these things, I've got the
points, what am l entitled to. (V) F, 47
The second potential affect of communication was the direct impact on a

member's top of mind recall arising from their ability to make informed decisions. For
example, if a particular product offers 50 bonus points during a certain period of time,
top-of-mind recall is where a consumer has the ability to recall this information
instantly when shopping for that specific product. According to respondents, if it were
not for the communication of the bonus offer, top-of-mind recall for specific
products/services affiliated with the loyalty program may not occur.
Where else can l go to get some more points, or where can I go that l can use my
points. What it's done is preoccupy me and it's just got that name and that brand
on my mind. (S) F, 36
The ability of communication to affect the behavioural consumption patterns of
program members is another important achievement (Enrickson, 199 l ). Not
surprisingly, this achivement appeared to be met as represented by the high level of
interest shown in communication by respondents. The two major factors that led to
this behavioural change appeared to be bonuses (e.g., bonus points) and specials

communicated through newsletters or magazines received by members.
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If you shop this month at Myer or at Coles, you get double points for
this month or for this week. I might have shopped at Myer that week, I
might have been intending on going in two weeks time, but then I'll
quickly go that week. (V) F, 47

You get your communication and you have a look and say hty x
number of points more and I'll be laughing, or I'll achieve what I want,
that would definitely motivate you to channel more towards those
particular [brands] even if it means paying a little more in order to
achieve that. (T) M, 55

Despite the recognition that communication is valued and has a certain level of
interest among members, as demonstrated by the above three potential benefits, the
respondents also revealed that there were several areas where they were dissatisfied
with the communication of their loyalty program. The content of information was one
such factor.
I don't understand why they're not communicating more and say ok,
why don't you tell us what you want and learn from each other. The
whole point of a loyalty program is for you to remain loyal ... you 're
only going to remain loyal if you get what you want. All these big
companies are pushing all this stuff about loyalty programs and none of
them are going to their customers and saying alright, what do you want
that is going to make you loyal to me. (X) M, 23
Another area of dissatisfaction with loyalty programs' communications
expressed by respondents was the lack of personalisation.
I wouldn't look at the message as much as the communication itself,
that is, if they send me a personalised letter I would look at it and say
oh lovely they sent me a personal letter. I wouldn't care either way
what the message actually said. I would look at the fact that they
actually sent it, so if they send one message every month and they send
me a birthday card on my birthday ... I would feel better about that
than if they sent me one every six months that said we're going to give
it to you for free. I wouldn't even l"Cl'.d the message to be honest with
you, there is too much crap that flows through my desk. (E) M, 26
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It is important to also note that while some respondents felt personalisation of
communication was important, there were others who objected to this due to the belief
that this was an intrusion into one's personal life.
I'd probably fiod that ... creepy, because if they were tracking down my
consumption habits and then they analyze that aod say someone calls
me ... aod says wow we see that you tend 10 spend there and so on .... I
would find that disturbing. (R) M, 26
In summation, it is apparent from the statements of respondents that the

communication of a loyalty program plays a significant role in these programs. It is
suggested that the ability of this communication to act as a catalyst of repeat purchase
behaviour may be one of the greatest contribu1ors to a successful loyalty program in
achieving long-tenn loyalty. In panicular, the potential of communication to assist
program members to make infonned decisions proved to be an important factor 10
program members sampled. Furthennore, the data collected suggest that the
implementation of an effective communication strategy could result in altering the
behavioural consumption patterns of program members and also assist in the
development ofbuyer-scller relationships.

Value

While value is a pertinent component in the fonnation of relalionships, it needs
to be viewed as a separate topic and eX111Dined on its own merits due to the many
contexts in which respondents discussed the subject As previously identified. value is
an abstract concept (Dodds, Monroe & Grewal, 1991) aod was therefore, not
surprisingly, discussed by respondents within a diversity of contexts (e.g., value in
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rewards. aspirational value, value in relationships, value in recognition and gratitude,
value in communication). This could explain why respondents segregated value from
the other components associated with relationships when discussing the topic.

Another reason why value is not discussed with the other four components of a
relationship is so that the themes that emerge from the discussion on value can be
identified and discussed more clearly. Perhaps the best way of presenting the findings
on value is to look al the context in which value MS discussed individually (according
to the categories mentioned above). h should he noted that although each of these
categories is discussed separately within this chapter (e.g., rewards, relationships,
communication, etc), they arc interrelated

Value ofrewards
One of the leading themes that emerged from the intervie"''S is that the
pcn:eived value of rewanls strongly inHuences the pun:hasing behaviour of program

mcmbcts. In addition to rewanls ha,ing a motivational effect on consumers, the
pcn:eived value of rcwanls also contributes to this effect. It was found that program

mcmbcts use value as a benchmark to determine the level of effon towards their
consumption behaviour, and to the level ofloyalty established between an
organisalionlbrand and themselves. In other ....,mis, the level of pen:eived value of
rcwanls appean:d lo inHuencc the level of loyalty achieved.
rd like to be able to go back to the UK on points ... that would be a big
bonus or possibly a trip around Australia, I think that would be quite
good value. (M) F, 55

However, it seems that there were mixed responses as to whether respondents
felt they were getting value, be it in the fonn ofrcwanls or in some other indirect
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manner lhrough their program(s). The negative views expressed by respondents
n,garding value contributed to the lack of perceived value of rewards that were offered
by their programs.
I wouldn\ even consider joining ... Fly Buys ... because you just don't
get value there. I was actually thinking of pulling out of this program
because I'm not getting anything out of it . . . I don\ perceive much
value there. (R) M, 26
Much of this dissatisfaction was also linked to the relationship between the
level of spending that was needed to accumulate points and the rewards received for

that clfon. Many respondents felt that the value of the cffon required was not
equivalent to the value of the rewards obtained, and consequently, acted as a demotivator to their purchase behaviour.
I feel after five years of buying stuff at Coles and Myers I deserve more
than that I think it's stingy. (SJ F, 36
I don't think it's true value ... people think they'll be in this system and
that they're getting tree things back. but they don\ realise that they ha,-e
to spend so much money first (G) F, 48

Although the above reasoning sheds light on the dissatisfac!ion felt by some
members ofloyalty programs, perhaps the most significant reason for dissatisfaction
may be the lack of recognition and gratitude shown to these members. As the next
sub-topic will establish, apart from the monetary aspect of rewards, it appears thal
respondents saw rewards more imponantly as a symbol of gratitude and recognition
for their behavioural efTons. Judging by the sentiments of respondents. the above
statements better explain why consumers are dissatisfied with the rewards offered.
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On the <>!her hand, members MK> fell they rccciV((I value did so either through

t h e ~ received from their program(s) and/or through the relationship established
between lhcm and the organisation in,-ol,,:d ,.;th the program

Just from my normal spending I know Ive got enough now to go to
Bali or to go to the Eastern States. So that's real "11ue, that's in real
dollar tcnns. (U) F, 41

Other respondents who indicated that they were satisfied ,.;th the ,..iue of

rewanls did so because they pcn:ci,"Cd the accumulation of points to be a form of

For C\'CI}' dollar you spend you're gelling some son of fC"-anl back. Ifs
not instantaneous purely and simply because )'OU do not get the benefit
from it, it's a theoretical reward. (J) M. 22

It is important to note that many of the quotes used aha,,: arc baS<d on
monclaly value. While it is likely that the monetary ,..iue of =-anls is imponant, as

indicated through the responses, the results also established that the attitude: of
respondents changed as a relationship dC\,:Jopcd bcrn,:cn a member and an
organisation. Value, "11ich was formerly defined by monetary terms, 1s now placcd on

a higher IC\-.:1.
You want !O be looking at value ... with every transaction but .. as the
relationship builds and prolongs, the value concept "ithin )'OUf mind
isn, as imponam. (X) M, 23

Aspiro1ional Value

It appears from the study that one of the reasons contributing to the
proliferation of loyalty programs could be the aspirational value anachcd to re"-anls
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by RSpllldcnts. Saual forms of a.pimional ,;a)ucs c:mcrgcd from the srudy. Some
inferred value from lhoir aspirational wants or dreams

E,..., thooc .,,1,o did no1 place thcmsch-cs in this category could sec how others
in altering the purchase bcha,iour of mcmbcn
For some people .,,tx, can, pay for a holiday thcmscl>"CS. I think ~-..Id purposely use those sron:s to gain enough points so . they can
goon holidai, and tlmfs Just a bonus. (I) F. S. 22

For some people it might sabsl)· somctlung to aspire 10 .. they'•'< go1
tbcsc dreams and this chance for them to reach lhem. (J) M. 22

In conclusion. the results of this srudy prcscn!cd "'o sigruficant findings
rcllling to ,"1ue. Firstly. ,.alue i5 initially pcn:,:i,'Cd by program mcmbcn through the
l1IOIIClary gains of the rewards offered by a program. It

"as also found that this type:

of pcn:cci,'Cd ,,due contnbuu:d 10 the initial attraction of 10)"1ly programs The

ability to be rewanlcd iang,l>le prizes for purchases that "ould 1ypically be made also

made the c:ona:pl ofl0)"1ty programs atuacthc. H6"'C\'CF. an inlercstmg finding was
that while program members initially placed high ,-.Jue on the monetary gains of
rewards it "as snggc:srcd !hat this ,,due can become o f ~ - importance once the
consumption pranc:ms of consumers bcc:amc more repetiti,'C. and relationships

atuacti.c to members. According to the data. the aspimional , ..Jue is primarily
attached to the mc:mbcn" desire to anain "'"'3rds they "ould not normally get the

opportunity to consume. For example. for a program member .,,1,o llys infrequently.
or has ne>'Cf ll6"n at all. the potc:nbal to cam a lice Hight from their nonnal
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purchasing behaviour may be pcrcei\'Cd by that individual to be of high aspirational
wluc. This, in effect. may lead to some level of loyzlty. Those respondents who

indicated some IC\-cl of dissatisfaction attributed !his 10 lhc relationship bct"-ccn lhc

IC\'CI of spending that ,,,as needed to accumulate points and lhc type of reward

rccei,-cd in rdw1t

The objccti,-c of the information collected from a Sludy of 24 program
members ""' to identify which attributes of customer lo~-ahy programs result in
consunter

10)-alty to brands. This chapter "-as di•idcd into lhrcc sections. The fim

section cxplorcd lhc concept oflO)-alty. Specifically. it defined that a 10)-al consumer.

fiom the pcrspccti,-c of n:spondcnts. is one "no o,-cr rime pwchascs lhc same product
fiom the same ston,_ This section also differentiated bct\<-ccn lhc concepts of lo~-allJ,·
and c:oounitment (an extension of 10)-allJ,·). as well as making a diSlinction bct\,-ccn
lo)-alty programs (arc long-term in nature) and promouons (are temporary and h..-e a

short-term effCCI on pun:hasc beha,iour).

The second section of !his chapter prcscnled information pertaining lo lhc
ad\-anlajjeS and disadwntages of lhc aun"butcs of lo)-allJ,·

programs This section ""'

divided into four pans. The fim attcmp(Cd to explore reasons for lhc attraction 10
loyzlty programs. The r-csults indicaled that lhe anainment of rewards for a beha,iour
that did not n:quirc any additional effon on lhe part oflhe program member "-as likcl~to be lhe primary atllllction ofloyzlty programs. Other factors !hat respondents found
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alllllClivc wen: fn:c membership, the ability to combine family members on the one
membership and the ability to link several programs together to accelerate the process
of accumulating points. The second pan discussed the respondents' dislikes of loyalty

programs. This study suggested that the time and points barriers implemented within
some loyalty programs were considered to he the primary dislike of respondents

The third pan of this chapcer explored rewards. This section specifically
concentrated on thn:c issues. The fi!Sf discussed members' perceptions of rewards
offered by loyalty programs. The study found that a majority of program members
sampled were dissatisfied ,.,th the rewards offered by their program. This uas
primarily attnbutcd to the Jack of percei,-.:d value of the rewards. The anainability of
reu"3rds was the second issue discussed. Much of the negati,ity held towards rewards

also appeared to he based on members' perception that they were difficult to obtain
Finally, the reward sttuctun: (instant versus delayed and direct or indirect ,-alue
proposition) \\as discussed. From the statements of respondents 11 ,s suggested that

the key to a successful re\\-ard strategy is 10 implement a structure that oflers members
Oex,bility in their choice of =-ards. The lo}-ahy-building attributes of customer
loyalty programs, as identified by rtSpondents, concluded the founh pan of this
chapter. Issues such as multiple panicipants and price, senice and quality were

exploml. Results suggesled that while a multiple participant structure may assist

program members in accumulating points more easily, such a structure may reduce the
loyalty levels of some participant brands. According to the data. in isolation price is
an imponant pun:hase determinant Specifically, price is often used as an indicator of
a product's quality. H~wevcr, when other extrinsic cues are considered. such as the
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member's level of inrol,-.mc111 or the existing relationship between a member and an

organisation. it is suggested that price may become: a scconda,y is.we for some.

The final section of this chapter was conccmcd with relationship marlteung_ It

rcwealcd members' attitudes towards the importance or rclation,l,ips in estabhshing
long-tcml consumer 10);,lty. Further, this section discussed both the relC\ance of. and

the"")' in which. SC\"'31 components of relation,1,ips play a role m developing
IO)-alty through the use of customer 10);,Jty programs The fim or these "as
satisfaction_ Acconling to the study, satisfaction appeared to de\clop through product

attnl>utcs and scnice. It \\as determined that a relationship may exist between
satisfaction and I0)11lly. Trust according to program members, de\elops from
satisfaction_ The three factors ass<Jeiated "ith trust arc meeting expectallons, honesty
and through the prmision or senice. It became apparent during the analysis of the
intemews that communication pla)'Cd a significant role in the de\eloprnent or
consumer 10)-alty among program members sampled The 1mponance of
communication to program members is that it enabled them to mal<e informed
decisions and acled as a moti,111or for some members to purchase program affiliated
products. It is suggested that the outcome of these may lead to some type of
behaviowal change amoung members. The final topic discussed in this section is
value. According to the results, it appears that value not only pla)~ a significant role
in the development of relation,l,ips but may also innucnce the anitude of program
members, which in tum. affccts loyalty behaviour.
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CHAPTERS

DISCUSSION

Thc purpose of Ibis chaplcr is lo compare the findings of Ibis study lo lhc

issues discussed in the literatun: rcv,ew. The following discussion attemplS lo add 10
the undemanding of the customer loyalty program phenomenon, and suggest lhc
components of loyalty and attributes of customer loyalty programs that may lead lo
long-term consumer loyalty.

Altihlcle Vena lleluivioar

A 10)711 consumer' was described by respondents in Ibis study as a person who
repeatedly pun:hascs the same product from the same store over time. However,
respondents also indicated that such behaviour is seen 10 be subordinate to attitude. in
that loyal behaviour is affected by attitudinal factors such as satisfaction. preference or
choice process. While the emphasis on repeat purchases parallels Dowling and
Uncles' (1997). Fournier and Yao's (1997) a.'ld Sharp and Sharp's C1997) definiuon of
loyalty, their definition has not laken into account the attitudinal factors that innuence
loyalty. This has important implications for measuring loyalty, as current measures of
loyally have mostly concenuated on behavioural attributes (for example. repealpun:hascs). While behavioural measures can effectively assess loyalty I0\1:ls. lhcy do
so only to the extent of detennining whether I0)'31ly has been achieved. They lack.
however, !he ability to dotcrmine the components that lead to loyalty. By excluding
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attitudinal factors when measuring loyalty, one would fail to obtain an underslanding
of how and why such loyal behaviour takes place. Therefore, based on the results of
this study, measures of loyalty that integrate both a behavioural and anitlldinal

approach may be a more appropriate assessment of loyalty levels.

l.oyllhy venu Com•itmeat

As Chapter 2 identified. a distinction between loyalty and commitment is

ncc:dcd (Palmer, 1995; Richanls, 1998). This is because the effons of measuring
loyalty could be complicated by a misrepresentation of commitment for loyalty
(Palmer, 1995). Findings of this study suggest that while loyalty and commitment are
closely associated. commitment may be seen as an extension of loyalty. The study
also indicated that commitment may also be established through the formation of loyal
customer relationships. This finding is in accordance "ith DuPont's ( 1998) hypothesis

that commitment develops after lo}'lllty is established. Furthermore, Allen and
Meyers ( 1990 & 1996) conccp1ualisations on affective and c-ontinuancc commitment
wen: found to hold true. The results revealed that emotional attachments (affective

commitment) existed between program members and their program(s) and that there
was a level of hesitation (continuance commitment) where members hcsistated to

terminate their membership'relationship with their program(s) due to the costs that
may be involved.
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Loyalty Prognms Vena Promotio,..

Lilfflllun: relating to loyalty programs also discus.scs lhe need to d11fcn:ntiate between
loyalty programs and promotions It is held by se-aaf n:scan:hcs (cg. Croft, 1995.
Sharp II: Sharp, 1997; Dcmiing II: Uncles. 1997) that lhe muall effects of loyalty

programs could be misinterpreted as being lhe same as those of a long-term

promotion. Promotions an: m gcncral a short-term technique used 10 mcn:asc
a"-an:noss (Fader & Schminlein 1993; Dowling & Uncles. 19971. market share and
peuenation for a product (Sharp& Sharp, 1997) They an: generally concerned "1th

lhe next few pun:hases and are lhen:forc not long-term (Rossiter&: Percy. I 997.
Dcmiing & Uncles, 1997). On the other hand. customer loyalty programs arc long-

term in natu;e v.ith the objccti,-e of gaining and mamtainmg customer retenuon
(Fournier& Yao, 1997; Sharp & Sharp. 1997)

The responses from lhe study showed oo consensus regarding lhe distinction
bct,oeen loyalty programs and promotions. While some of the dcfin1110ns g,,cn ~·
respoodcnts paralleled ,.;th those alxrn:, other respondents perce"ed loyalty programs

and promo!ions to be one and lhe same Their Judgements '"'"' made based on lhe
lack of personalisation in both. on the belief that the communication l'\.'CC"cd from
their program was a form of am..rtising. and on lhe pro,ision of similar types of

rewards. HO\\-e•.cr, while these respondents stated that they percc"·cd loyalty
programs to be promotions. they believe them to be long-tenn promotions.
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Rdatioaslaips aad lbeir effects

II is proposed Iha! the significance of rela1ionships in developing consumer
loyalty is 1ha1 Ibey are used as lools 10 gain a long-lenn compe1i1ive advanlage over
competitors (Duponi. 1998). Funhermore, a rela1ionship acts as a defensive
mechanism by suppressing lhe urge of consumers 10 switch brands (Bendapudi &
Berry, 1997). It was found in Chapter 2 that much of the literature periaining to
relationships seemed 10 parallel the replies of respondenlS in this study. The general
consensus of these responses was that relationships were a valued and significant
contributor in inducing the loyalty of consumers. Relationships induce loyalty by
giving program members a reason to go back to the same store. By entering into a
relationship, not only is an emotional link established with program members and the
organisation, but the relationship also makes members feel valued. According to
program members, the significance of relationships is lhat they lake away the greed
aspect (profilability) and make the buyer-seller process more personalised. This may

enable relationships to have a long-term competilive effect as proposed by DuP_ont
(1998), as relationships relax the buying situation for consumers, steering 1hem away

from other competitive efforlS and limiting their choice set. According to the resullS
of this study, a stable, solid relalionship may not exist without the componenlS of
satisfaction, IIUst, communication and value being esiablished first.
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Satisfaction

There are two assumptions concerning satisfaction and its role in the
development of relationships. The first assumption is that there is a direct relationship
between satisfaction and loyalty (Richards, 1998). The second, is that satisfaction
reinforces a consumer's decision to partake in the buyer-seller process which, over
time, leads to loyalty (Tax, et al., 1998). The study found that both statements are
relevant. According to respondents, satisfaction is considered to be the initiating
component in a relationship and without this being first achieved, the foundation for a
relationship may not be established. This study also found that although satisfaction is
a starting point for the development of relationships, it should be maintained
throughout the buyer-seller cycle in order to sustain loyalty.
Trust

Trust is recognised in the literature to be a critical component and a
prerequisite for relationships and loyalty (Morgan & Hunt, 1994 ). While it has been
suggested that developing trust lessens the skepticism held by consumers about the
opportunistic behaviour of organisations (Bendapudi & Berry, 1997; Williamson,
1981), the findings of this study offer a new perspective on trust and its role in
establishing loyalty. It was proposed by respondents that trust is achieved by meeting
the expectations of consumers, by providing service and/or product satisfaction, and
by the honesty of retailers.
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Communication

Communication, according to the data, plays a fundamental role in customer
loyalty programs and in the development of loyalty. Munger ( 1996) suggests that
communication strengthens brand loyalty because of the positive impo.ct it can have on
consumers. In addition, it fosters goodwill and therefore enhances the value of
relationships (Erickson, 1991; Munger, 1996). It appeared from the responses that
communication (which typically takes the form of direct mail) enables the gap
between a program member and organisation to be bridged. Some respondents
commented that communication made members feel valued, which in turn, gave them
a sense of belonging. Thus, it appeared that communication may add value to the
development of relationships and the loyalty process.

Despite some of the negativity that some respondents felt towards customer
loyalty programs, a high level of interest is paid to the communication they receive.
Members reasoned that this occurred due to their perception that it enables them to
make informed decisions. The most significant aspect of communication emerging
from this study is that members considered communication to be one of the most
direct ways of altering their behaviour. It was found that informing members of
specified time periods in which certain products or services can be bought or where
double points are provided, encouraged members to trial new products and also limited
their choice set by offering only a few alternative products/services that they could
purchase to accumulate maximum points.
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On a negative note, however, one aspect of communication that respondents
indicated needed attention is the 'clutter' of information they receive. Respondents felt
that too much unnecessa,y information is provided, affecting the impact that
communication could have on members. Thus, the volume of communication
discourages the interest of members as a result of the confusion and overload of
information presented within one mail-out.

In summation, as indicated by the study, a crucial aspect to consider is that
communication with program members should be strucnm,d in such a way that
members can relate to and understand it It is suggested that only then could the
effects of such communication be maximised. It is important that membei> perceive
the communication to be tailored to their specific needs and wants and therefore
relevant to them. This may enable organisations to maintain the interest of members.
Value

The concept of value is thought to have two roles in the development of
relationships and loyalty. Firstly, it is a determinant of a consumer's willingness to
purchase (Dodds, et al., 1991; Szybillo & Jacoby, 1974) and secondly, it assists in
determining a product's value (Gordon, 1994). Value is difficult to define, and what
may have value to one consumer may not to another (Dodds, et al., 1991 ).

The findings from this study suggest that there are several contributing factors
that may explain why certain respondents perceive value in the rewards provided.
Firstly, respondents perceived the accumulation of points as a form of psychological
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n:ward. For example, as a member shops and spends, points arc accumulated which
can may then, at some point in the future, be transformed into a tangible reward.
Secondly. these respondents matched the targeted customer profile of an organisation's
loyalty program. Thirdly, and as a result of the second factor, these members can
afford the 'wait period' where enough points can be accumulated to conven to a
satisfactory n:ward. The most significant aspect of value that emerged from the study
is that respondents spoke of value in several different contexts, such as monetary
value. aspirational value, gratitude and recognition, and these will be discussed below.

Moaetary v•lue

According to the results, some respondents perceived value in monetary terms
and this was assessed through the form of rewards. However, as time passes and a

relationship develops, some respondents indicated that the imponance of the monetary
value of rewards diminished and value was placed on the development of relationships

between a program member and an organisation.

Aspiratioul v•lue

The perceived aspirational value is the ability of member.; to satisfy their

'desires'. For example, certain members find aspirational value in attaining rewards
such as vacations. While this type of aspirational value could be seen effectively as a
monetary reward, respondents associated vacations as an aspirational value explaining
that such an event would not typically take place if not as a result of the reward being
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given. Therefore through 11,o implementation of customer loyalty programs, it is

SIJBBCS!Cd that program members sampled obtained value from aspiring lo obtain
n:wanls that wen: not pa11 of their normal purchase behaviour.

G111tilllde aad Recognition

A significant finding, and one that the literature h&s not n:poned, is that
gratitude and recognition an: two allributes that have a vital influence on the
effectiveness of customer loyalty programs in gaining consumer loyalty. According to
respondents, the fimdamental imponance of gratitude and recognition is that members
perceive it as a sign of value. It is suggested that members regard rewards as a sign of
gratitude and recognition for their efforts in ourchasing products that an: affiliated
with specific loyalty programs. This may be one of the primary reasons why certain
members ofloyalty programs an: dissatisfied with the rewards they receive. If
members perceive an imbalance between the perceived value of a reward and the
effort needed and money spent to achieve that reward, it is suggested then: may be a
lack of gratitude and recognition shown towards those members for their conscious
decision lo purchase products affiliated with a program. Hence, it would appear that is
it important for members to feel that they an: being recognised for their conscious
efforts to purchase products that an: only associated with a certain loyalty program.
Thus such gratitude and recognition, according to program members, can only come in
the form of rewards, considering then: is no other alternative by which organisations

can show their appreciation. As a result, it appear.; that the development and
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maintenance of consumer loyalty may assist in the positive pen:cplions of consumers
towards customer loyally programs.

Zeithaml (1982, 1983, 1988) suggests that while objective price (discussed in
Chapter 2) is an imponant factor in influencing consumer.;' behaviour, it is the way

prices are encoded by consumers that has more meaning and therefore drives their
behaviour. From the findings of the study, there are two situations where this
occurred. The first of these was where program members sampled would purchase
program affiliated products providing the price fell within an acceptable threshold.
The second is where price became a seconda,y issue when other cues, such as service

received, quality of products and level of involvement of the purchase, were present.
This finding parallels that of Dodds, et al., ( 1991 ). The significance of this finding, as
Zeithaml ( 1982, 1983, 1988) and Dodds, et al., ( 1991) had previously theorised. is that
the objective price of a productiservice has less signifance to respondents than the
perceived price. Hence, this poses an advantage to organisations associate1 \\ith
loyally programs as these program could be used as a vehicle to promote
product/service attributes and take the emphasis away from prices.

Rewards

Based on the results of this study, it is apparent that the role of reward,- in
customer loyally programs has a significant effect on the establishment ofloyally.
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The r=lts of this Slwly indiatc that the w,gc of .-..-els offered by loyalty programs
is one of the most influential aspcclS that alfCCIS both a mcmbds purchasing
behaviour as

""Ii as a mcmbds propensity to become loyal. This "as also indicated

by Croft ( 1995). The data from this Sludy fow,d that thcrc is a dira:t relationship
between the anainability of rewards through the accumula1ion of points and a program
mcmbds \\illingness to purchase. Howew:r. it is the perceived relationship between
the attainability of rewards and the accumulation of points diat has led lo some

members' negative pe=prions about cuSlomcr loyal!)' programs. It appears that much
of the dissatisfaction towards cuSlomer loyalty programs may be a result of the
relationship between the number of points to be accumulated to obtain a re"wd and
the lack of pcrcei,-ed value in the rewards offered. aldiough the results also indicated

that respondents acti\'ely attempt to find ways to earn points.

This points-R.ward relationship has important implications for a members
willingness to purchase. Therefore, based on the general responses of the study, it may
be poss1l>le to change both the ncgati\'e perceptions of members and to stimulate
program members to use their program(s) more effecti,-ely. This may be done by

changing the programs' structures to better appeal to different segments. The
consensus within the sample is that respondents would like to see more flexibility
within the reward structure of loyal I)' programs. Implementing a program ,.;th
stJUctural levels such as blue, silver or gold IC\"Cls (such as the Frequent Flyer
Program) may better meet the wlue expectations of program members. In addition. it
is proposed that structuring a program that offers smaller rewards ..;th much shoner
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burim (points and lime) or hil!IIC'" mwrds with a higher barrier may c:nhancc the
illlaF of Olpllisllions and their loyally progiams.

Closely IS!OCialcd with the anainabilily of rewards is the issue of instant

versus delayod rewards. While Dowling and Uncles ( 1997) report that the delayed
structure of incentives has its advantages. there was consensus among the ~pondcnts

that pnviding Oexibilily within the programs to which they belonged, by
incoiporaling both an insrant and a delayod structure of rewards, may better enhance
the effectiveness of a 10)-ally program in eslablishing loyalty. The abilily for members
to choose belwecn smaller or bigger rewards has obvious affects on the liming of
rewards. Membm opting for instantaneous rewards would have to accept smaller
rewards while those choosing a delayed structure ""uld receive rewards of greater

worth. While some programs do offer this type of structure, some ~pondents
indicated that this information was not made clear to them. Those who did know had
more often discovered this informalion through word of mouth, not from the
organisation itsel[

The third issue concerning rewards is the value proposition of rewards.
Do"'iing and Uncles ( 1997) found that rewards that directly support the purpose of an
organisalion's product/service being offered (e.g., GM Card) affect the type of loyally
that is developed. This was supported by the findings of this study that suggested that
loyally to products might be better established if ~pondents were able to make a
din:ct link between the rewards of a program to the organisation that provided it.
Further, it was also found that the direct support of rewards may better uphold the
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objccti= of programs (long-term consumer loyally), lheRfore strengthening the

program as well as the image of the organisation (Dowling & Uncles, 1997). When
the program members sampled were able to link a reward to a particular purchase, it is

suggested that this link enhanced the loyally program and brings about a positive
percep(ion of that organisation.

In conclusion, the results demonstrated that rewards may play an inDucntial
role in establishing long-term customer loyally. This study proposes that rewards may
also influence the attitude of those program members sampled to\\ards their loyally

programs. As a n:sult, it is suggested that attention should be paid to the lypc of
rewards offered to assist in enhancing the positive image of an organisation.
Moreover, it appea,s that the reward should also support the value proposition of the
product/service that is offered by the organisation. The findings suggest that from the
peispcctive of the n:spondents, Dexibilily appea,s to be the key to a successful reward

structure.

Multiple Particip11nls •ad Malli-Braad Relationships

Multi-brand relationships are where consumers are considered to be loyal to a
repertoire of brands within a product category (Fournier & Yao, 1997). Loyally
programs such as Fly-Buys, whose structure involves a collaboration of ston:s within
the one program, cater to this idea. The skepticism that surrounds such a structure

relates to whether multiple participants support the objective ofloyalty programs in
gaining loyally. Fournier and Yao's (1997) argue that even those consumers who have
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the Sb'Olqjesl 'consumer-brand bonds' arc multifaceted in natwe. There arc two
opposing views that shed light on this issue. Proponents of multiple panicipant
pmgnms justify thci, view by asserting that these 1)-pcs of programs create the

opponunity to become loyal 10 different products. This is in line with the idea of
'divided loyalty' when: loyalty is divided among a variety of brands within a product
catcgoly (Shatp & Shatp, 1997; Dowling & Uncles, 1997). Therefore, it would be

reasonable to suggest thal. an Of8311isation whose loyalty program focuses on a single
product may steer member.; away from being loyal. ConYCJ>ely, opponents of
multiple participants believe that such a structwe docs not imply exclusivity and
therefore detracts from the objective of loyalty programs.

While a multiple panicipant sttucture may attract new and light buyers, its
effects do not encourage long-Ccrm loyalty, as it only affects the penetration levels of
that product while the repeal purchases remain the same (Shatp & Shatp, 1997). II is

also thought that the sttucture would promote loyalty 10 the program as opposed 10
loyalty to the product, which again defeats the purpose ofloyalty programs. Results of
this study indicated that the latter explanations by Shatp and Sharp, rather than the

former explanations of Fournier and Yao best match the attitude held by the program
members in this study. Respondents commented that implementing a program that
allows for multi-participants only delracts from the goal of loyalty programs - longterm loyalty. This is primarily due 10 the belief that loyalty should be exclusive.

A majority of respondents stated tl,at the only real adva111age and role of
multiple participant prognun.s is that they contnbute to the acceleration of
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accwnulaling poims. This was also noled in Sharp and Sharp's ( 1997) research
findings. This ho~. is at a risk of detracting from long-term loyalty to a single
bland, product or SCTVice. It was also found that a multiple panicipanl structure may

induce loyalty lo a program rather than lo a brand. In conclusion. it could be seen that
the implcmcnbltion of a multiple panicipant structure may not assist a program in

achieving its objective ofloyalty. l\ccording to the results of this study, it appears
likely that by concenllllling on a single brandlorganisation rather than multiple
brands/organisations. the objective of loyalty programs may be better served.

Co•cluding Tllouglats

In conclusion. there are several significant findings that arise based on a
comparison of the results of this study and the discussion in Chapter 2. According to
the findings. two of the most significant attributes of customer loyalty programs in this

study that may lead lo long-term consumer loyalty are rewards and communication.
The findings suggest that during the initial stages of a rela1io11Ship, the monelaly value

of rewards acted as the prirnuy purchase motivator to entice program members to

purchase products affiliated with loyalty programs. Over time and as a relationship
develops betw,:en an organisation and a member. the moneta,y emphasis on rewards
may become a secondary factor. According lo the results of the study, rewards are
seen not only as tangible objects but also as a sign of gratitude and recognition for the
members' conscious efforts lo purchase brands affiliated with their programs. It is
suggested that this is one of the prirnuy explanations why the program members
sampled place such importance on rewards. Fwthennore. the gratitude and
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recognition pen:eivcd by members rq,racnted by n:wunls is another reason why they
believe n:wunls should be a conslant throughout the loyalty cycle. Communicalion

was the second attribute of loyalty programs that, according to this study, played a
significant role in the development of long-term loyally. The rcsulls suggest thal
iegular communication bet-,, an organisation and its members may help reinforce
the relationship between them. as well as assist in enhancing members' posilivc

perceptions of an organisation.

Loyalty components such as trust, communication. satisfaction. perceived
price. quality and value were also found lo be significant in the dt:velopment of longterm loyalty. Trust was found to ac1 as a foundation for lhe cstablishmen1 of
relationships and therefore is essential to the loyalty process. While value, sa1isfaction
and communication all pla} a vital role in the p,ocess ofloyalty, results indica1ed thal

a l:Olllbination of these components were needed 10 work logethcr in order 10 establish
loyalty. Respondents also infcned that these components needed 10 be maintained
throughout the lifetime of a membership in Older to establish loyalty. Commitmenl.

according to the study, can only result once loyalty has been established.

While this chapter has summarised both the main points found in the lilerature
review and conttasted this to the findings of the study, the following chapter

specifically discusses the significance of the convergence of the different approaches
in assessing the loyalty building attributes of customer loyalty programs and concludes
this thesis.
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CHAPTER6
CONCLUSION

The purpose of Ibis exploratory research was to identify which attributes of
customer loyalty programs. if any, wen: seen by program members to result in

consumer loyalty to a brand or organisation. There an: several reasons for the
cxccution of this research which make it significant Firstly, while literature relating
to the loyalty concept is abundan~ an argument exists that the concept has not been
fully grasped and that there is a lack of research contributing to the understanding of

brand loyalty (Fournier & Yao, 1997; Jacoby & Chestn~ 1978, Dick & Basu. 1994).
In addition, while research on customer loyalty programs has been expanding. much of
the literature conccnuates on the popularity of these progmns, commenting on their
success or failwe and the ability of these programs to achieve their objective of

obraining long-term consumer loyalty. Such literatwe is primarily anecdotal.
Moreover, few of the academic studies that an: peer reviewed have focused on the
loyalty-building attributes of customer loyalty programs.

Much of the existing literature and studies into brand loyalty an: drawn from
either an attitudinal approach (using preference and liking) or from a behavioural
approach (repeat pun:hases). Brand loyalty literatwe stemming from the former
approach typically focuses on the components of loyalty. Studies employing an
attitudinal approach an: concerned more with the how and why of loyalty development
rather than with whether loyalty has been achieved. On the other hand, studies
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adopting behavioural approaches arc concerned more with measures of loyalty rather

than an undefSlanding of how loyalty is developed. Behavioural measures typically
assess loyalty based on factors such as penetration, market share, share of wallet and
rq,cat purchases. Such measures focus on whether a change has been brought about in

any of the above factors. Literature relating customer loyalty programs to attitudinal
measures has thus far not been found within the public domain, however this may exist
within the private domain. On the other hand, research associating customer loyalty
programs with behavioural metiSures is typical. Many of the studies that attempt to

assess the effects of customer loyalty programs have done so from a behavioural
approach, based on the belief that because programs reward members for their

purchase behaviour, success can be measured by behavioural methods. Despite this, it
has been recognised that behavioural measures have not been adequate in assessing the
effects of loyalty (Dick and Basu, 1994), much less customer loyalty programs.

Several studies have now acknowledged that a gap exists between attitudinal

and behavioural approaches (see Baldinger & Rubinson, 1997; Farr & Hollis, 1997).
In particular, it has been identified from a broad review of the brand loyalty customer

loyalty program literature, that an attitudinal approach which explores customer
loyalty programs is lacking. Thus this study attempted to combine the behavioural and
attitudinal approaches, as well as incorporating theories from relationship marketing so

that loyalty building components could be generated and used to assess customer
loyalty programs.
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As conveyed in Chapter 2, the marketplace has seen the implementation of a
plethora of customer loyalty programs, yet little research has focused on which
loyalty-building attributes of customer loyalty programs bring about long-term loyalty.
Rather, measures have focused on whether loyalty programs have altered a brand's
market share, penetration and share of wallet. However, as previous research and
results of this study indicate, focussing on such measures may be inadequate. While
an effective loyalty progr.m may be portrayed favourably by these traditional
measures, such measures fail to determine whether a long-term behavioural change
has occurred and what factors have brought about this change. Currently, there are
some measures that attempt to assess behavioural changes brought about through the
use ofloyalty programs, such as repeat purchases. However, it has also been
recognised that while such measures are a good indicator in assessing purchase
behaviour, they are unable to determine how this behavioural change has come about.
Moreover, measures of the effectiveness of customer loyalty programs should also
focus on the attributes of programs in order to determine which, if any, affect longterm consumer loyalty.

Another factor that distinguishes this study from other loyalty studies is the
incorporation of theories from relationship marketing. Current literature on
relationship marketing has exponentially increased, however literature that
incorporates theories of relationship marketing with customer loyalty programs bas
only recently been published. Results from this study suggest that the formation of
relationships between an organisation and its program members may be a crucial
process to the development of loyalty. Through components such as satisfaction,
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value, trust and effective communication, it is suggested that over time a relationship
develops.which in turn affects customer retention. It is suggested that over time and
through the development of relationships, loyalty develops. Furthermore, respondents
in this study hold that commitment is a result of loyalty and is perceived to have a
stronger emotional bond than loyalty. Hence, commitment, as indicated by program
members, may also eventuate from the development of loyalty.

Of most significance in this study is the fact that this research focuses on the
consumer's perspective. From a broad review of the brand loyalty literature and
customer loyalty program literature, it was recognised that research incorporating the
two theoretical areas (attitude and behaviour) has so far only focused on the
organisation's perspective. This may be attributable to managem•nt's belief that
because customer loyalty programs are aimed at developing and maintaining customer
loyalty towards a brand, measures of their effects must be based on economic
outcomes (such as profitability, market share and penetration). However, to neglect
the views of consumers is to misunderstand the rationale behind customer loyalty
programs and to inadequately assess the effects of these programs. As a result, the
issues under investigation in this study are from a consumer's perspective.

The following section will summarise the most significant findings of this
study. The findings are a result of 24 semi-structured focused interviews with
program members and are discussed in five parts. Firstly the importance of the
convergence of attitudinal and behavioural measures in assessing customer loyalty
programs is reviewed. The second section deals with the notion of relationship
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marketing, specifically discussing the importance and the role relationships play in
loyalty programs. Thirdly, the effect of a multiple participant structure within a
loyalty program is examined. The structure of rewards implemented in loyalty
programs is dealt with in the fourth section, with primary attention given to the use of
instant versus delayed rewards, the direct or indirect value proposition of rewards, as
well as the importance of gratitude and recognition. Finally, the findings regarding the
linking ofloyalty programs are considered. It is important to highlight that any
recommendations offered are based on the results of interviewing 24 program
members, and are given on the premise that further research into this area will be
conducted in the future.
An Integration

The research findings suggest that while it is possible to alter the behavioural
repeat·pun:hase patterns of consumers through the use of customer loyalty programs,
understanding the attitudes of program members is essential in order to alter their
behaviour. The results suggest that behaviour is subordinate to attitude. Furthermore,

it was also discovered that attitudinal measures may have a predictive effect on
behaviour as found by Baldinger and Rubinson (1996). In order to understand what
motivates the purchase behaviour of program members, researchers need to first
discover and understand what attributes of loyalty programs influence a member's
behaviour. It is then proposed that behavioural measures be used to assess the effects
of those attributes in altering members' behaviour in the long-term. Hence, this study
demonstrates the importance of incorporating both attitudinal and behavioural
measures in assessing consumer loyalty.
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Re/atimuhip Marketing
The notion of relationship marketing was found to play a significant role in

assisting customer loyalty programs achieve their goal or long-term customer loyally.
According to the study, components such as satisfaction, trust, value and
communication, all play an influential role in the development of relationships. These
components were also found to assist loyalty programs in the process of building
loyalty. Results from the study indicate that without these components being
established and maintained during the loyalty process, customer retention would not
occur and neither would the developrnent of a one-to-one, long-term relationship. The
study also identified that program members sampled placed great imponance on the

level or service received and product quality. Respondents maintained that if a certain
level ofsatislilction was not met, this would have a detrimental effect on the
development of a relationship.

Multiple Participanls
According to the study, the alllaclion of multiple participant programs

appeared to be based solely on members' belief that they assisted in the acceleration of
the accumulation of points. It was also discovered that the function of multiple
participant programs detracted from the objective ofloyalty programs rather than
assisting in developing long-term loyalty. Furthermore, the results suggested that if
loyalty were to be established, such a structure may induce loyalty to a program
instead of to a brand or organisation.
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Rewards Slructure
While there were negative perceptions of loyalty programs among some of
the study's program members, there was also a consensus that loyalty programs are a
good defensive technique to instill consumer loyalty and to defend the organisation

against competitor influern:es. The key to a program's success, according to findings,
may be the implementation of a reWBJd structure that enables program members
flexibility. Allowing members to choose between an instant or a delayed reward
structure will determine the type ofreWBJds (e.g., smaller or bigger prizes) offered to
them. According to program members sampled, flexibility meant that members could

choose between options which suited their expenditire patterns and therefore gain
more value from their programs. It was also discovered that while rewards may be
needed to drive members' behaviour, it appears likely that these rewards should
support the organisation's mission, the product/service provided by that organisation,
and the loyalty program. Moreover, the findings suggest that incentives should not
come in the form of'discounts', but rather a rewards value proposition should directly
support the program and the organisation providing that reward The results indicated
that programs that segregate their members into different levels and offer different
types of reWBJds according to the level would better cater to the shopping behaviour of

the different segments. This approach may be more economical to the organisation in
the long run. Furthermore, by structuring a program in this manner, program members
are made to feel more valued and recognised for their conscious effort to purchase
products affiliated with loyalty programs.
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Gratitude and recognition, according to the study, an: two of the most
important aspects lhat lead to long-tenn loyalty through the use of customer loyalty
programs. It appears that a successful program would be one lhat offers an incentive
structure lhat gives members flexibility and options, provides value and satisfaction
throughout the loyalty process, uses effective personalised communication and

establishe.< and maintains a relationship between an organisation and its members.

Linking l'urchase to a Reward
Respondents of this study indicated that because rewards were rega,ded as a
sign of gratitude and recognition, the ability to link a reward to a paniculat purchase
was important for members to pen:eive that they were being valued. Therefore, the

results suggest that it is important to program members that organisations make an
effort to link the rewards provided by a loyalty program to the organisation that runs

that loyalty program.

Limimtions

One of the primary concerns surrounding this study is the selection of a small
sample size. In particulat, of most concern is the generalisability of interpretations
(Lincoln & Guba, 1985; Glaser & Strauss, 1967). That is, results produced from this
study an: heavily influenced by the researcher's abilities and perceptions (Anderson,

1982). However, the goal of this study is not to produce conclusive evidence but to
explore and provide a foundation for further investigation.
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Another limilalion of this study is the fact that a lone rcscan:hcr conducted the
n:scan:h and anal~is. Indeed. while the involvement of several rcsean:hcrs would

provide different pe,spectives on the topic, the constraints of a Masters thesis diclate
that this is the case.

Future Raarcli DirectioDI

As this research is only an exploratory study of the attributes of customer

loyalty programs that result in consumer loyalty, the pwpose of this study is not to
produce conclusive evidence but to explore, slwpen and provide concepts for
subsequent rcsean:h. It is hoped that this study provides a clearer understanding of the
attnlJutes of customer loyalty programs on which subsequent studies could

concentrate. Pn:sented below are several future research questions that are suggested
by the finding,.

Do customer loyalty programs affect the differing types of loyalty as identified
by RIDKlle-Theile, Dawes and Sharp(J998) (i.e., attitudinal loyalty, share loyalty and

differentiation loyalty)?

Are loyalty measures sufficiently sensitive to discriminate between the

different types ofloyalties?

Are customer loyalty programs only relevant to certain levels of loyalty? How
do consumers define these levels ofloyalty?
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Despite the neptivc perceptions of some program members, why do they
continue to actively participate with their programs?

Do. those program members who better match the targeted customer profile of

certain loyalty programs benefit more from their membership than those who do not?

As the customer loyalty program phenomenon is relatively new within the
malketing arena, much of the information provided in this study relied on the existing

loyalty literatun:. As was identified, a gap exists between the various theoretical

approaches used in assessing loyalty. Hence, this exploratory study attempted to
bridge this gap by converging both attitudinal and behavioural approaches as well as
incOJporating theories from relationship marketing to assess the loyalty building
attn"butes of customer loyalty programs. It was found that all of the loyalty

components identified, except bonds, were important in the development and
maintenance of loyalty to the program members sampled. It was also found that of the
loyalty building attributes of customer loyalty programs, the most significant to
respondents were rewanls and communication. In particular, as the relationships
developed over time, gratitude and recognition become significant loyalty drivers.
This study provides a foundation for subsequent research into the customer loyalty
program phenomenon. Further research will assist in a more in-depth understanding
of the loyalty components of customer loyalty programs.
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APPENDIX A

Interview Guide
STATE: gender, age, marital status, occupation
Customer loyalty programs

-

Definition
Membership
Likes/Dislikes
Attraction
Shopping effort

-

Multiple participant structure
Time barrier

-

Points barrier
Rewards

Pen:eption
-

Direct/indirect structure
Direct/indirect support

-

Instant/delayed
Aspiratioll8l value
Loyalty

Loyalty v Promotions
Loyalty v Commibnent

Relatiouship marketing

-

Importance to loyalty process
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r.;

- Components: trust, bonds, value, communication, satisfaction

Behaviour
- Repeat purchases = loyalty
- Individual Preference v Laziness

Attitude

- Affects on behaviour
Liking v Preference
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